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EDITORIAL

India’s corporate tax collections seem quite  similar in line with other

large emerging markets. In fact, India’s experience since 1991-92 shows

that a steady increase in direct tax revenue has been achieved without

any aggressive tax-related measures, and despite a decline in marginal

tax rates. India’s tax-to-GDP (gross domestic product) ratio

significantly improved in the period between 2003-04 and 2007-08

simply because of higher growth and tax reforms. Moreover, the the

first four years of UPA-I Government  (2004-05 to 2007-08), the direct

tax-to-GDP ratio improved from 3.8 percent in 2003-04 to 6.3 percent

in 2007-08. This was led by an improvement in both personal income

tax and corporate income tax collections. In contrast to , the

improvement in the direct tax-to-GDP ratio in the first four years of

NDA  Government has been modest, which is  increased from 5.6

percent  in 2013-14 to 6.0 percent  of GDP in 2017-18. The introduction

GST which carries as the top GST slab in India is the second highest in

the world. High GST rates are a problem because such indirect taxes

are regressive. In other words, direct tax reforms are the key to lower

indirect tax rates.

The tax reform should be done in long-term scenario with a simplified

structure and reduced tax rate, which can attract more taxpayers to

the system. Considering the above facts, an emerging tax system may

be enacted for boosting taxation system as well as to reduce the fiscal

deficit. Further,  the government has  brought in the Taxation Laws

(Amendment) Ordinance 2019 to make amendments to the Income-

tax Act 1961 and the Finance (No. 2) Act 2019.

(Managing Editor)
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Cash Holdings & Its Determinants : A Study of Cotton
& Textile Industry in India

Abstract : This paper analyzes the factors affecting cash holdings decision in
Indian Cotton & Textile industry over a period from 2005 to 2017. The result of the
pooled ordinary least squares regression reveals that cash holdings are affected by
firm specific factors. Growth opportunities, cash flow, net working capital, firm
age and cash flow volatility positively affect cash holdings whereas R&D
expenditure, assets tangibility, profitability, interest expenses, cash conversion cycle
negatively affect cash holdings. However, the effect of firm size, leverage, dividend
and inverse of Altman’s Z score on cash holdings is insignificant. Further, the
study reveals that R&D expenditure, interest expenses and cash flow volatility are
the major firm specific factors affecting cash holdings in Cotton & Textile industry.
This study is confined to Indian Cotton & Textile manufacturing firms only and
only fourteen firm specific factors have been considered to analyze their effect on
cash holdings. The findings of this study are useful to corporate boards, managers,
investors and rating agencies while taking financial decisions. This paper
contributes to the existing literature on determinants of cash holdings by considering
the effect of firm specific factors on cash holdings in Cotton & Textile industry.

Keywords : Cash holdings; Firm specific factors; Cotton & Textile industry; Trade-
off theory; Pecking order theory; Agency theory

Introduction
Cash is an important component of firm’s balance sheet and has received increasing
attention of firms, investors and analysts in recent time. The importance of cash lies in
the fact that it is not only necessary for setting up the business but also necessary to keep
the business running. But at the same time it is an unproductive asset. Firms accumulate
cash for several motives such as transaction motive, precautionary motive and speculative
motive (Keynes, 1936). Some firm also accumulate cash for strategic motive and agency
motive. Several financial theories such as static trade-off theory (Myer, 1977), pecking
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order theory (Myers & Majluf, 1984) and agency theory (Jensen, 1986) has explained
the propensity of the firms to hold cash. As per static trade-off theory, firm cash level is
determined by striking a balance between costs of cash shortage and opportunity cost of
holding cash. Pecking order theory posits that firms firstly prefer to finance their
investment by retained earnings and then by debt and finally by equity. When the firms
generate enough funds from operation and the funds are sufficient to finance firm’s
positive NPV project, the firms will repay the debt first then accumulate cash. Agency
theory posits that the entrenched managers prefer to hold more cash to pursue their own
interest that does not coincide with the interest of the owners. Though these theories
explain the cash holdings behavior of the firms still there are number of factors that
affect cash holdings of the firms.

Review of Literature

The empirical investigation on cash holdings of corporate and particularly the determinants
of cash holdings has received much attention in the literature. Prior studies on determinants
of cash holdings have focused on several dimensions like firm’s financial condition,
corporate governance, capital structure, external financing cost, macro level factors etc.
The effect of firm size, growth opportunities, leverage, cash flow, dividend, net working
capital, R&D expenditure, assets tangibility, profitability, interest expenses, cash
conversion cycle, financial distress, firm age, cash flow volatility, debt maturity structure,
capital expenditure, investor protection, access to capital market, firm diversification,
group ownership, financial crisis, financial constraint, CEO duality, etc., on cash holdings
has been extensively studied in global context by Afza & Adnan (2007), Ajao et al.
(2012), Ali & Yousaf (2013), Anderson (2002), Anjum & Malik (2013), Bashir (2014),
Bates et al. (2009), Chen & Mahajan (2010), Drobetz & Gruninger (2006), Duchin (2010),
Ferreira & Vilela (2004), Gill & Shah (2012), Gogineni et al. (2012), Hofmann (2006),
Hu et al. (2018), Islam (2012), Kim et al. (1998), Kim et al. (2011), Megginson & Wei
(2012), Mesfin (2016), Mugumisi & Mawanza (2014), Nguyen (2005), Nyborg & Wang
(2014), Opler et al. (1999), Ozkan & Ozkan (2004), Shah (2011), Shah et al. (2012),
Steijvers et al. (2009), Stone & Gup (2013), Stulz et al. (2009), Sun et al. (2012) and
Teruel et al. (2009). But studies on determinants of cash holdings in Indian context are
scant. Few studies by Bhat & Bachhawat (2005), Paskelian & Nguyen (2010), Anand et
al. (2012), Ramasubramanian & Bhatia (2012), Al-Najjar (2013), Gautam et al. (2014),
Saluja & Drolia (2015) Maheshwari & Rao (2017) and Chauhan et al. (2018) have
analyzed the determinants of cash holdings in Indian context. The results of the earlier
studies have documented mixed results showing positive, negative and insignificant
relationship of cash holdings with its determinants and such studies have focused on
cash holdings in general. But Damodaran (1997) revealed that there exists a substantial
variation in level of cash holdings as a proportion of assets across industry groups and
such variation across the industries is a natural reflection of the transaction demands for
cash in different lines of business. This finding provides an inquisitiveness to investigate
the determinants of cash holdings in different industries. Thus, this paper attempts to
study the firm specific factors as determinants of cash holdings in Indian Cotton & Textile
industry.
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Research Gap

The above mentioned prior literatures in global as well as Indian context have focused
on determinants of cash holdings in general. But the determinants of cash holdings in
different industry have not received significant attention of the researchers. Further, the
study of determinants of cash holdings in Indian industries is unheeded. Hence, this
study aims at investigating the determinants of cash holdings in Indian Cotton & Textile
Industry. Cotton & Textile industry is taken for the study as this industry has a significant
contribution to the economy in terms of gross domestic product, industrial production,
export earnings and generation of employment.

Research Questions

Basing on the research gap, the following research questions have been developed.

 Do firm specific factors affect cash holdings of Indian Cotton & Textile
manufacturing firms?

 To what extent firm specific factors affect cash holdings of Indian Cotton & Textile
manufacturing firms?

Objectives of the Study

The objectives of this study are:

 To determine the relationship between cash holdings and firm specific factors in
Indian Cotton & Textile manufacturing firms.

 To measure the degree of effect of firm specific factors on cash holdings of Indian
Cotton & Textile manufacturing firms.

Scope of the Study

This study is limited to the analysis of effect of firm specific factors on cash holdings of
Indian Cotton & Textile manufacturing firms. For this purpose, the study has taken Cash
as dependent variable and firm specific factors such as Firm size (SIZE), Growth
opportunities (GOP), Leverage (LEV), Cash Flow (CF), Dividend (DIV), Net Working
Capital (NWC), Research and Development Expenditure (R&D), Assets Tangibility
(TAN), Profitability (PFT), Interest Expenses (INE), Cash Conversion Cycle (CCC),
Inverse of Altman’s Z Score (1/Z), Firm Age (AGE) and  Cash Flow Volatility (CFV) as
independent variables.

Hypotheses

Basing upon the research objectives the following two hypotheses are designed to be
tested.

H
0
: Firm specific factors don’t affect cash holdings of Indian Cotton & Textile manufac

turing firms.

H
1
: Firm specific factors affect cash holdings of Indian Cotton & Textile manufacturing

firms.
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Research Methodology

Data and Sample

The data used in this study relates to Indian Cotton & Textile manufacturing firms listed

in BSE (Bombay Stock Exchange) and NSE (National Stock Exchange). The data has

been collected from PROWESS data base of CMIE (Centre for Monitoring Indian

Economy). The study period covers a period of 13 years from 2005 to 2017. On collection

of data, an initial sample of 17,807 manufacturing firms were collected from PROWESS

out of which 17,307 were found to be with missing financial statement information.

Hence, 500 firms are included in the final sample and basing upon their two digit NIC

(National Industrial Classification) codes the firms are classified into 11 industry group
such as Automobiles, Cement & Glass, Chemical & Chemical Products, Cotton & Textile,

Drugs & Pharmaceuticals, Iron & Steel, Sugar, Diary & Edible Products, Tyre & Rubber,

Wires & Storage, Diversified and Allied industries. Damodaran (1997) has revealed that

there exists a substantial difference in the level of cash holdings across the industries

which reflect the transaction demand for cash in different lines of business. Hence, it is

necessary to analyze how firm specific factors affect cash holdings of different industries.

For this purpose Cotton & Textile industry has been chosen to study the effect of firm

specific factors on cash holdings. The reason for choosing Cotton & Textile industry for

the study lies in the fact that this industry has a significant importance in Indian economy.

It accounts for 14% of the industrial production, 4% of the gross domestic products,

12% of country’s total export earnings and provides employment to more than 35 million

people in the country. It is the second largest exporter and second largest consumer of

textile in the world. Hence, a sample of 50 firms with first two digit NIC codes of 13 are
grouped as Cotton & Textile industry.

Model Specification

To analyze the effect of firm specific factors on cash holdings, the study has estimated a

pooled ordinary least squares (OLS) regression model following the assumptions of
Palaniappan (2017), Steijvers & Niskanen (2012), Lian et al. (2011), John & Muthusamy

(2010), D’Mello et al. (2008), Chen (2008), Ditttmar & Mahrt-Smith (2007), Guney et

al (2007), Huang & Song (2006), Pinkowitz & Williamson (2001), Opler et al. (1999)

that the unobserved variables are uncorrelated to observed variables in the models. The

estimated model is as follows:

Where, CASH = Cash holdings, measured as ratio of cash & cash equivalents to net

assets. Net assets mean total assets net of cash & cash equivalents. SIZE  = Size of the

firm, calculated as natural logarithm of net assets. GOP = Growth opportunities, calculated
as market-to-book ratio. Market-to-book ratio is calculated as ratio of book value of net

assets minus book value of equity plus market value of equity to net assets. LEV =
Leverage, calculated as ratio of total debt to net assets. CF = Cash flow, calculated as
ratio of cash flow from operation to net assets.
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DIV = A dummy for dividend that takes a value 1 for dividend paying firms and 0
otherwise. NWC = Net working capital, calculated as ratio of net working capital net of
cash & cash equivalents to net assets.  R&D = Research and Development expenditure,
calculated as ratio of R&D expenditure to net assets. TAN = Tangibility of assets,
calculated as ratio of fixed assets to net assets. PFT = Profitability, calculated as ratio of
EBIT to net assets. INE = Interest expenses, calculated as ratio of interest expenses to
net assets. CCC = Length of cash conversion cycle, calculated as natural logarithm of
inventory conversion period plus debtor conversion period minus creditor deferment
period. 1/Z = Inverse of adjusted version of Altman’s Z score (1968). AGE = Age,
calculated as natural logarithm of years of firm’s existence since incorporation. CFV =
Cash flow volatility, calculated as the volatility of a firm's cash flow from operation over
net assets during the study period.

Empirical Results and Discussion

This section discusses the empirical results and findings of the study.

Descriptive  Statistics

Table 1: This table represents the general features of variables for the
sample firms.

 Variables Mean Median Minimum Maximum Std. Dev. C.V.

CASH 0.028 0.010 0.000 0.793 0.067 2.370

SIZE 8.432 8.287 5.069 12.815 1.220 0.145

GOP 1.057 0.941 0.210 4.958 0.484 0.458

LEV 0.737 0.735 -0.471 2.694 0.246 0.334

CF 0.081 0.077 -0.241 0.403 0.075 0.918

DIV 0.592 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.492 0.830

NWC 0.276 0.171 -1.655 6.219 0.592 2.145

R&D 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.018 0.002 2.000

TAN 0.843 0.814 0.181 1.794 0.284 0.336

PFT 0.987 0.890 0.002 3.393 0.485 0.492

INE 0.044 0.041 0.000 0.140 0.024 0.538

CCC 4.700 4.728 1.550 11.010 0.886 0.188

1/Z 0.262 0.218 -0.770 5.547 0.322 1.230

AGE 3.529 3.401 2.303 4.852 0.526 0.149

CFV 0.076 0.072 0.025 0.141 0.025 0.329

Source:   Authors’ own calculation.

On observing the above table it is found that the average cash holdings to net assets of
the Cotton and Textile manufacturing firms stand at 2.8% and the median cash holdings
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to net assets of the firms stand at 1%. The standard deviation and coefficient of variance

of cash holdings of Cotton and Textile industry stands at 0.067 and 2.370 respectively.

The average size, growth opportunities, leverage, cash flows, dividend, net working

capital, R&D expenditure, tangibility, profitability, interest expenses, cash conversion

cycle, 1/Z score, age and cash flow volatility of the firms stand at 8.432, 1.057, 0.737,

0.081, 0.592, 0.276, 0.001, 0.843, 0.987, 0.044, 4.700, 0.262, 3.529 and 0.076 respectively.

Similarly, the median size, growth opportunities, leverage, cash flows, dividend, net

working capital, R&D expenditure, assets tangibility, profitability, interest expenses,

cash conversion cycle, 1/Z score, age and cash flow volatility of cotton and textile Industry

stand at 8.287, 0.941, 0.735, 0.077, 1.000, 0.171, 0.001, 0.814, 0.890, 0.041, 4.728,

0.218, 3.401 and 0.072 respectively.

Correlation Matrix

Table 2: This table represents the correlation matrix of the variables for

the sample firms.

CASH SIZE GOP LEV CF DIV NWC R&D TAN PFT INE CCC 1/Z AGE CFV

1.000 0.050 0.275 -0.051 0.017 0.160 0.201 -0.041 -0.087 -0.098 -0.208 -0.049 0.001 0.090 0.012 CASH

1.000 0.061 -0.045 -0.027 0.094 -0.175 0.080 -0.251 -0.306 0.011 0.099 0.033 0.283 -0.013  SIZE

1.000 0.176 0.089 0.063 -0.008 0.353 -0.151 0.051 -0.181 -0.043 -0.035 -0.033 0.152 GOP

1.000 -0.048 -0.393 -0.295 -0.093 0.248 -0.070 0.335 0.133 0.217 -0.142 0.157 LEV

1.000 0.140 -0.072 0.106 0.191 0.214 0.150 -0.133 -0.057 -0.059 0.104 CF

1.000 0.232 0.112 -0.195 0.033 -0.357 0.067 -0.124 0.076 -0.016 DIV

1.000 -0.035 -0.264 0.146 -0.277 -0.023 -0.051 -0.196 0.118 NWC

1.000 -0.115 0.094 -0.072 -0.038 -0.075 0.073 0.057 R&D

1.000 0.110 0.222 -0.145 -0.060 0.017 -0.208 TAN

1.000 0.287 -0.486 -0.346 -0.199 0.052 PFT

1.000 -0.245 -0.055 -0.084 0.031 INE

1.000 0.281 0.103 0.156 CCC

1.000 0.049 0.184 1/Z

1.000 -0.391 AGE

1.000 CFV

Source: Authors’ own calculation.

Table 2 as shown above represents the Karl Pearson correlation among the variables.

The correlation among the variables range from 0.001 to 0.486 which indicates that

none of the correlation coefficient is high enough to present collinearity problem. In

addition, variance inflation factor is used to check the multicollinearity among the
variables.
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Multicollinearity Test

Table 3: This table represents the variance inflation factor of the variables.
 Variables SIZE GOP LEV CF DIV NWC R&D TAN PFT INE CCC 1/Z AGE CFV

 VIF 1.368 1.426 1.747 1.214 1.393 1.374 1.213 1.452 1.812 1.698 1.513 1.280 1.413 1.436

Source: Authors’ own calculation.

The VIF of size, growth opportunities, leverage, cash flow, dividend, net working capital,
R&D expenditure, assets tangibility, profitability, interest expenses, cash conversion
cycle, inverse of Altman’s Z score, age and cash flow volatility is 1.368, 1.426, 1.747,
1.214, 1.393, 1.374, 1.213, 1.452, 1.812, 1.698, 1.513, 1.280, 1.413 and 1.436 respectively.
The highest VIF is 1.812 which indicates no multicollinerity among the variables used
in this study.

Regression Results
To analyze the effect of firm specific factors on cash holdings, the study has taken the
following hypotheses:

H
0
: Firm specific factors don’t affect cash holdings of Indian Cotton & Textile

manufacturing firms.

H
1
: Firm specific factors affect cash holdings of Indian Cotton & Textile manufacturing

firms.

Table 4: This table represents result of the regression model.

             Dependent Variable Cash

 Independent Variables Coefficient T-test P-values VIF

 Intercept -4.124 -5.730 0.000
 SIZE -0.063 -1.382 0.167 1.368
 GOP 0.336*** 2.881 0.004 1.426
 LEV 0.198 0.778 0.437 1.747
 CF 1.495** 2.143 0.033 1.214
 DIV 0.178 1.567 0.118 1.393
 NWC 0.522*** 5.576 0.000 1.374
 R&D -111.761*** -4.742 0.000 1.213
 TAN -0.352* -1.754 0.080 1.452
 PFT -0.481*** -3.671 0.000 1.812
 INE -8.070*** -3.097 0.002 1.698
 CCC -0.306*** -4.657 0.000 1.513
 1/Z -0.019 -0.115 0.908 1.280
 AGE 0.362*** 3.396 0.001 1.413
 CFV 8.386*** 3.679 0.000 1.436
 F- test F(14, 635) 11.469 0.000
 Adjusted R2 0.184
 Observations 650
Source: Authors’ own calculation.

Note: ***, ** and * indicate significant level at 1%, 5% and 10% respectively.
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Table 4 shows the result of Pooled Ordinary Least Squares regression measuring the

effect of firm specific factors on cash holdings of Cotton & Textile industry. The result

finds the adjusted R2 to be of 0.184 which indicates that the model explains 18.4% of

cash holdings of the Cotton & Textile industry. The adjusted R2 agrees with prior studies

such Foley et al. (2007) reported 0.04 in U.S.A context, Gao et al. (2013) reported 0.18

in U.S.A. context, Hardin et al. (2009) reported 0.19 in U.S.A. context, Ozkan & Ozkan,

(2004) reported 0.24 in U.K context and Bhat & Bachhawat (2005) reported 0.2638 in

Indian context. In cross country context, Dittmar et al. (2003) reported 0.12 and Al-

Najjar (2013 reported 0.085.

The P-values of variables reported in the above table reject the null hypothesis that firm

specific factors don’t affect cash holdings of Cotton & Textile manufacturing firms and

accept the alternative hypothesis that firm specific factors affect cash holdings of Indian

Cotton & Textile manufacturing firms. However, the variables such as firm size, leverage,

dividend and inverse of Altman’s Z score don’t significantly affect cash holdings. All the

firm specific factors are explained in the following section.

Firm Size (SIZE)

There is insignificant effect of firm size on cash holdings (-0.063, 0.167). It means that

in Cotton & Textile industry, firm size does not affect cash holdings position which

supports the findings of Bhat & Bachhawat (2005).

Growth Opportunities (GOP)

Growth opportunities have positive effect on cash holdings (0.336, 0.004) which means

that Cotton & Textile manufacturing firms with growth opportunities keep high level of

cash. This finding is consistence with the findings of Chauhan et al. (2018), Hu et al.

(2018), Maheshwari & Rao (2017), Mesfin (2016), Nyborg & Wang (2014), Bashir (2014),

Ali & Yousaf (2013), Megginson & Wei (2012), Ajao et al. (2012), Sun et al. (2012),

Shah (2011), Kim et al. (2011), Bates et al. (2009), Hofmann (2006), Nguyen (2005),

Ozkan & Ozkan (2004), Ferreira & Vilela (2004), Kim et al. (1998), Opler et al. (1999)

and Kim et al. (1998) that relying on internal financing decreases the probability of a

firm to forgo investment opportunities and prevents costly external financing.

Leverage (LEV)

The effect of leverage on cash holdings is found to be insignificant (0.198, 0.437).

Cash Flow (CF)

Cash flow has positive impact on cash holdings (1.495, 0.033) which supports the pecking-

order theory. It means that Cotton & Textile firms with high cash flow hold high cash.

This finding is supported by earlier findings by Opler et al. (2004), Fereira & Vilela

(2004), Duchin (2010), Chen & Mahajan (2010), Chauhan et al. (2018), Hu et al. (2018),
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Mesfin (2016), Mugumisi & Mawanza (2014), Ali & Yousaf (2013), Gill & Shah (2012),

Megginson & Wei (2012), Ajao et al. (2012),  Afza & Adnan (2007), Drobetz & Gruninger
(2006), Ozkan & Ozkan (2004), Ferreira & Vilela (2004), Opler et al. (1999), Maheshwari
& Rao (2017), Teruel et al. (2009), Sun et al. (2012) and Stone & Gup (2013).

Dividend (DIV)

The effect of dividend on cash holdings is insignificant (0.178, 0.118). This finding is
also documented by Shah et al. (2012) and Bhat & Bachhawat (2005).

Net Working Capital (NWC)

Net working capital is found to have positive association with cash holdings (0.522,
0.000). It shows that the firm’s major portion of the net working capital consists of
highly liquid assets.

R&D Expenditure (R&D)

In line with the findings of Bates et al. (2009) and Maheshwari & Rao (2017), R&D
expenditure is found to have  significantly negative impact on cash holdings (-111.761,
0.000). It is because R&D driven innovations are difficult to finance through external
financing due to its uncertain outcome, intangible nature and asymmetric information
problems. Thus, R&D is largely financed using internal cash flows and equity issues
which reduce the cash holdings.

Assets Tangibility (TAN)

Assets tangibility (TAN) has significantly negative effect on cash holdings (-0.352, 0.080).
This for the reason that fixed assets can be used as collateral to raise funds. Hence, it
reduces the need for holdings much cash. This finding supports the findings of Islam
(2012), Drobetz & Gruninger (2006), John (1993) and Bhat & Bachhawat (2005).

Profitability (PFT)

In consistent with the evidence by Pinkowitz & Williamson (2001) and Al-Najjar (2013),
profitability is negatively associated with cash holdings (-0.481, 0.000) which support
the trade-off theory. It means that profit serves as a substitute for cash holdings as it is an
immediate source of liquidity.

Interest Expenses (INE)

The impact of interest expenses on cash holdings is negative (-8.070, 0.002). This indicates
that firms paying more interest hold less cash as cash out flow in the form of interest
payment reduces the cash balance.

Cash Conversion Cycle (CCC)

The impact of cash conversion cycle on cash holdings is negative (-0.306, 0.000). It can
be interpreted that short cash conversion cycle leads to frequent realization of cash as
documented by Song et al. (2014), Shah (2011), Kim et al. (1998) and John (1993).
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Inverse of Altman’s Z Score (1/Z)

Inverse of Altman’s Z score has insignificant effect on cash holdings (-0.019, 0.908)
which means that financial distress doesn’t affect the cash holdings decision of firms.

Firm Age (AGE)

Firm age has positive association with cash holdings (0.362, 0.001). It means that older
firms hold more cash than younger firms.

Cash Flow Volatility (CFV)

Cash flow volatility is positively associated with cash holdings (8.386, 0.000). It suggests
that high cash flow uncertainty induces the firms to hold more cash to avoid future
exigencies. This finding goes in line with the findings by Hu et al. (2018), Nyborg &
Wang (2014), Gogineni et al. (2012), Megginson & Wei (2012), Bates et al. (2009),
Hofmann (2006), Nguyen (2005), Kim et al. (1998) and Opler et al. (1999).

Findings

The above analysis finds that in Cotton & Textile manufacturing firm growth
opportunities, cash flow, net working capital, firm age and cash flow volatility have
positive effect on cash holdings whereas R&D expenditure, assets tangibility, profitability,
interest expenses and cash conversion cycle have negative effect on cash holdings.
However, the effect of firm size, leverage, dividend and inverse of Altman’s Z score on
cash holdings is insignificant. Further, R&D expenditure, interest expenses and cash
flow volatility are the major firm specific factors affecting cash holdings in this industry.

Conclusion

This study analyzed the effect of firm specific factors on cash holdings of Indian Cotton
& Textile industry over a period from 2005 to 2017. The study has considered firm
specific factors such as firm size, growth opportunities, leverage, cash flow, dividend,
net working capital, R&D expenditure, assets tangibility, profitability, interest expenses,
cash conversion cycle, inverse of Altman’s Z score, age and cash flow volatility to analyze
their effect on cash holdings. It is found that except firm size, leverage, dividend and
inverse of Altman’s Z score all other firm specific factors have significant effect on cash
holdings in Indian Cotton & Textile industry. This study is limited to Indian Cotton &
Textile manufacturing firms only and only fourteen firm specific factors have been
considered to analyze their effect on cash holdings. The findings of this study are useful
to corporate boards, managers, investors and rating agencies while taking financial
decisions. The study has further scope to extend the work to other industries and to study
other firm specific factors which may have effect on cash holdings.
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Estimating Potential output for Odisha: An
Empirical Approach

Abstract : This is an attempt to estimate potential Gross Domestic Product and
output gap in Odisha.  The Hodrick-Prescott [HP] method used to estimate the
potential growth for the state of Odisha. In this study; to estimate the potential
output by conventional statistical method that is HP method, the annual growth
rate of Gross State Domestic Product [GSDP] has been used for the period 1951-
52 to 2013-14. Further, study also used the sector wise growth rate that is growth of
agriculture, industry and service sector. The findings of the study suggest that
Odisha’s potential growth decelerated considerably during the reform period (1991-
2000) to 3.89 per cent, mainly due to negative growth in agricultural sector, declining
contribution of total factor productivity and acceleration in the growth of imports,
which has again accelerated to 7.12 per cent during 2001-10. The estimates further
propose that output gap, i.e., the percentage deviation of actual output level from
its potential level, is the minimum during 2001-10 slowly closing the gap of previous
decade. The keys to accelerate growth and potential output in Odisha lies with
development of sub-sectors of the economy.

Sanghamitra Mishra* Alok Ranjan Behera*

   Keywords: Potential Output, Hodrick-Prescott method.

Introduction

Odisha strives consistently towards achieving the growth momentum being one of the
fastest growing states of the country. The state is now growing in an impressive way as
the growth of the state economy converging towards the national average. Particularly
during 2014-15 the state has achieved a real growth rate of 6.24 per cent against the
national growth rate of 7.24 per cent (at 2011-12 base prices). Noticeably, the gap in per-
capita income and its growth between Odisha and India started reducing as the state per-
capita income is unswervingly rising since 2011-12 onwards. In 2014-15 the state per-
capita income grew at 5.23 per cent against the national growth of 5.8 per cent. The
economy has witnessed a significant structural shift over the years. The service sector
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overtakes the agriculture and industrial sector as leading contributor to state’s GSDP
having a share more than 45 per cent. The enlightened objective of the state is to
accomplish sustainable and inclusive higher growth with lessening the regional disparities,
faster poverty reduction, effective delivery mechanism and infrastructural development.

Odisha economy is no more considered as an agrarian economic but for the sustained
inclusive growth of the economy, agricultural development is necessary. More than 62
per cent of state’s total workforce is still dependent on agriculture and its allied activities

for maintaining their livelihood. The structural shift towards non-agricultural sector is
quite visible with the depleting share of Agriculture to state GDP. But absorbing the
labour force the sector enjoys the priority of the state. The state being endowed with a
variety of minerals, the industrial sector is growing in an upward trend. Industrial growth
is crucial for employment generation, augmentation of domestic supply, resource
utilisation and sustained growth of exports of the state. The service led growth has been
visible quite visible in case of Odisha as well as India. The sector emerged as a potential
growth engine with a real growth rate of 9.65 per cent. Altogether the economy is now in
a position where utilising the sate potential and available resources, the state could able
to achieve a sustained economic growth.

Potential Output

The framework for assessing the fiscal stance and formulation of monetary policy is
concerned with many issues; one of the major issues is to verify whether the economy is
functioning above or below its maximum sustainable level. The footpath of this maximum
sustainable level of output is often called as the level of potential output, indicating that

level of output which is consistent with stable price and sustained over the long term.
The term ‘Potential output’ in general refers to the level of output that is consistent with
full capacity utilisation, where a low level of inflation is allowed. However, in pure
statistical sense the trend level of observed output is also considered as potential output.
In other words, potential output is the maximum level of output that an economy could
produce without pressurising the price level. Here the aggregate demand and supply of
the economy remained balanced, as it has utilised its existing resources fully and properly.
It is supposed that the existence of a limit of output is due to natural and institutional
constraints.

The ‘Output gap’ is the deviation of the actual output to potential output, where there is
an indication of the presence of disequilibrium in the economy. When there exists a
positive output gap in the economy, the actual output rises and stays above potential
output and here the aggregate demand boost inflationary pressure, assuming supply side
factors to stay invariant in the short-run. This happens since the rapid economic growth
processes put pressure on wages and other costs of production in a competitive
environment. In this phase the economy grows much faster as compared to its potential
and this gives rise to the reason for the central bank to tighten the monetary policy.
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Likewise, in case of negative output gap where the actual output is below the potential
level, inflation will decelerate as suppliers lower prices to plug their excess production
capacity.

The estimation of series of potential output and output gap are essential in identifying a
sustainable non-inflationary growth and appraising appropriate macroeconomic policies
for the early situation. The estimation of potential output helps to determine the pace of
long run sustainable growth while output gap estimates provide a strategic benchmark
against which to gauge inflationary or disinflationary pressures suggesting when to tighten
or ease monetary policies. These measures also act as an instrument in the determining
the structural fiscal position of the government. It not only enables policy evaluation
rather helps in ‘what could be the economy in the long term with its resources’. The
estimation of capacity of an economy generally confers the full input point on a production
function i.e., the equilibrium. The idea of potential output is, therefore, essential to capture
the process of macro-economic dynamics in the economy. However, potential output
cannot be observed directly and needs to be estimated.

Unlike in developed countries like Canada, England, and the US and other economies
like, Slovakia, Kenya, etc., as of now official output gap series exist for India. Earlier
researchers have estimated potential output for India, but no estimation has yet done on
Odisha.

Objective

The specific objective of the study is to estimate the potential output of Odisha taking
total GSDP as well as to assess the potential of different sectors.

Literature Review

Nevertheless estimation of the potential output is very significant for policy making
perspective, but there seems to be no accord amongst economists regarding the use of
most excellent method to estimate it. Different countries and organisations have make
use of different methods but no method is able to offer consistently vigorous estimates.
Keeping the debate aside, we have made a study of the findings of various studies in
Indian context and a few cross boarder studies.

In 2005 there was an attempt made to determine Kenya’s potential output and output gap
by applying alternative statistical approaches and structural methods and the study had
come to the conclusion that the economy was contracting and over the recent times the
potential output was declining. These diversified techniques of estimating potential output
however provided a broad consensus on the over-all trend and performance of the economy
as a whole (Njuguna, et al., 2005).

Konuki had estimated potential output and the output gap for a rapidly growing economy,
Slovakia, which have few signs of economic overheating in recent years. There was
application of two broad sets of techniques: conventional methods, represented by a
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statistical method (HP filter) and a production function method; and a dynamic system
represented by a multivariate [MV] Kalman filter to overcome the shortcomings of the
prior one. The MV Kalman filter results in estimates of excess demand that portray the
situation of Slovakia in a sensible manner than the conventional methods, as the later is
capable of utilising more information. The output gaps estimated by the MV Kalman
filter signify that by following its prudent policies Slovakia could continue its strong
economic performance in the monetary union (Konuki, 2008).

In Indian context the potential growth rate for India by adopting alternative approaches
of statistical trend filters and a production fiction approach had been estimated in 2007.
The Hodrick-Prescott filtering technique leads to estimated potential GDP growth of
about 7 per cent during 2003-06. The warranted growth rate drifts around 8 per cent for
the more recent period. The multivariate production function framework yields a potential
growth of 6.6 per cent, which could be an underestimate given the data limitations. From
the policy perspective, changes in policy instruments are linked to measures of output
and the inflation gap within the framework of a policy reaction function. Empirical results
showed that policy actions have significant association with output gap and inflation
gap. The HP filter has the advantage of tracking sustained increases in potential growth,
though at a slower pace, depending upon the trend smoothing parameter (Ranjan, et al.,
2007).

Using several advanced econometric methods based on both monthly and quarterly data
from 1994-2007 an empirical estimation of the potential output in India had been made
in 2009. Selection of an appropriate method is validated against its out-of-sample forecasts
as well as from the spectral density properties. For monthly data, the estimate of the
potential growth rate for the Indian economy is found to converge within the range 9.4
per cent to 9.7 per cent for most of the methods. For quarterly data, these methods
consistently produce potential output near to 9.0 per cent. The diagnostics of the empirical
methodologies suggest that unobserved component models are most efficient methods
for estimation of quarterly potential output (Bordoloi, et al., 2009).

Estimates suggest that Indian aggregate supply is elastic but subject to upward shocks. If
supply shocks make a high persistent contribution to inflation, it implies second round
pass through is occurring, implying growth has reached its potential. This measure of
potential growth draws on both theory and the structure of the Indian economy. It turns
out supply shocks largely explain inflation. Output reached potential only in the years
2007-08 when growth rates exceeded 9 per cent. In the period 2010-11 there was no
sustained excess of growth over potential. Inflation was due to multiple supply shocks,
rather than second round effects. Estimated linear and Markov switching policy rules
suggest here was overcorrection in 2011.They show a two per cent underestimate of
potential output leads to a50 basis point rise in policy rates (Goyal and Arora; 2012).

In 2016 authors had attempted to estimate potential GDP and output gap on a quarterly
basis in India by using production function approach in addition to revisiting the estimates
of potential output by conventional statistical methods for the period 1980Q2–2015Q4.
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The findings suggest that India’s potential growth, which had accelerated to around 8
per cent during 2003-2008, decelerated considerably in the aftermath of the global
financial crisis to about 7 per cent during 2009-2015, mainly due to decline in contribution
of total factor productivity and deceleration in the growth of capital stocks. The estimates
further suggest that output gap, i.e., the percentage deviation of actual output from its
potential level, has been negative since Q3 of 2012, though the gap is closing slowly.
Key to accelerate growth as well as potential output in India lies with higher level of
capital formation as its contribution dominates vis-a-vis the contribution of labour and
total factor productivity (Bhoi and Behera; 2016).

Reviewing the existing literature it has been confirmed that estimation of potential output
is necessary to have an idea on the producing capacity of an economy. Most of the
studies are using either statistical methods or structural methods or a combination of
these two. For Kenyan economy all the estimates outlined for the deteriorating trend in
potential growth (Njuguna, et al., 2005). But the economy of Slovakia exhibits an upwards
trend 2003-07 but there is a deviation in estimates of traditional methods and advanced
methods.

Focusing on the country literatures, we got the idea that under the HP filtering method,
potential output growth for India was estimated at around 7.4 per cent during 2005-06
where as production function estimates stood at 6.58 per cent during the same year
(Ranjan, et al., 2007). Taking quartly data from 1994-2007 the potential output of India
showed a narrow range between 9.4 to 9.7 per cent for all methods (Bordoloi, et al.,
2009). By using alternative method it has been concluded that actual output reached
potential only in the years 2007-08 when growth rates exceeded 9 per cent. In the period
2010-11 there was no sustained excess of growth over potential (Goyal and Arora; 2012).
The varied results about the potential output of Indian economy are because of the different
estimation procedure. But what happens to the state economy of Odisha there is no
evaluation. Through this paper, there is an attempt has been made towards estimating the

potential out for Odisha economy as well as for its sectors.

Research methodology

Variables

To calculate the unobserved potential output of the state, the paper has covered the total

Gross State Domestic Product [GSDP] as an indicator of the economic growth as well as

the sectoral contribution of different sectors to the state GDP. In different sectors,

agriculture, which is considered as the backbone of the Odisha’s economy, comprise of

different sub-sectors like agriculture, animal husbandry, fisheries, forestry. The output

of the Industrial sector is pool of contribution from manufacturing, mining and querrying,
electricity-gas and water supply. The service sector has received its share from the sub-
sectors like construction, trade and travel, transport and communication, banking and
insurance services, and real estate.
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Data

To have actual and potential output growth, data on absolute state GDP and the sectoral

GDP has been collected from statistical abstract of Odisha 2012 covering the period

1950-51 to 2014-15 on 2004-05 base year price. For other macro indicators Economic

Survey of concerned year has been followed.

Research design

Accurate potential output and output gap estimates in an economy are necessary for

policy makers to conduct prudent monetary and fiscal policies. These estimates help in

critically analysing what is the capacity and where the economy is actually. This broad

framework also aids in assessing of the desirability of fiscal expansion and contraction.

However, it is hard to measure potential output because it is an unobserved variable. As

our prime concern is potential growth of the economy, first we have calculated the actual

growth rate from the absolute GSDP data then directed our vision towards the calculation

of potential output of the economy.

A number of techniques for measuring potential output and output gap have been devised.

However, many researchers believe that none is completely satisfactory. This is manifested

from the results of many empirical studies showing that different methodologies and

assumptions for estimating a country's potential output and output gap produce different

results. The difficulty arises since neither potential output nor output gap is directly

observable. Moreover, these measures must be derived from their hypothesised

determinants and other information, such as observable variables that are thought to be

correlated to the potential output and output gap. It is believed that measuring potential

output and output gap with some degree of accuracy is essential for the formulation of

sound macroeconomic policies. Various methods for estimating potential output and

output gap are available in the literature. The methods to estimate potential output can

be broadly categorised into three groups: (i) purely statistical methods (time trend

estimation, statistical filters like HP filter, BP filter, etc), (ii) methods that combines

structural relationships with statistical methods (Kalman filter) and (iii) structural methods

which are based on economic theory (production function approach). While the filtering

method dissects a time series into permanent and cyclical components purely in a

mechanical way, the production function approach attempts to isolate the effects of

structural and cyclical influences on output using economic theory. The semi-structural

methods like Kalman filter use economic relationships along with statistical method to

derive the output gap from potential output and the observed output. While production

function approach is treated to be superior as it provides economic explanation for the

movement of potential output and helpful for simulation exercises, the univariate statistical

filters like Hodrick-Prescott [HP], Rotemberg and Band-Pass [BP] are subject to endpoint

problems due to the one-sidedness at both ends of the time series.
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Methodology of Estimating of the Potential Output: The Hodrick-Prescott Method

The Hodrick-Prescott method developed in 1997 is a simple smoothing procedure. The
main assumption of this method is that there is a prior knowledge that growth component
varies “smoothly” over time. The HP filter estimates potential output by minimizing the
sum, over the sample period, of squared distances between actual and potential output at
each point in time, subject to a restriction on the variation of potential output.

      
2T T 12

t t t 1 t t t 1t 1 t 2
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Where y represents the actual time series output, ? represents the same factor in potential

terms, is a weighting parameter that determines the degree of smoothness of the time

series trend relative to output gap and the time component varies over 1,2,3, ……… T. A

low value of  produces the trend output much closer to actual output, whereas a high

value of  produces the trend output that converges to linear trend. The first term of the

equation is the sum of the squared deviations which penalizes the cyclical component.

The second term is a multiple of the sum of the squares of the trend component's second

differences. This second term penalizes variations in the growth rate of the trend

component.

The HP method operates on a framework that a given time series where output may be

expressed as the sum of a growth component (potential output) and a cyclical component

(output gap). The HP method has been used in a number of empirical studies. The

popularity of this method is due to its flexibility in tracking the characteristics of the

fluctuations in trend output. The advantage of the HP filter is that it renders the output

gap stationary over a wide range of smoothing values and it allows the trend to change

overtime. However, the HP method is also far from ideal. This method has been criticized

on many grounds and its weaknesses have been well documented. The first weakness of

the HP method is that changing the smoothing weight affects how responsive potential

output is to movements in actual output. De Brouwer (1998) found that a lower smoothing

factor produces a 'smaller' estimate of the gap. For high smoothing factor, the estimate

indicates output above potential, but for moderate or low smoothing, the estimate suggests

output below potential. He has also initiated that the cycles in output are sensitive to the

smoothing weight. Thus, an appropriate smoothing parameter is difficult to identify.

Another weakness of the HP method is the high end-sample biases, which reflect the

symmetric trending objective of the method across the whole sample and the different

constraints that apply within the sample and its edges.

Odisha Economy : The Brief Macro-economic Overview

Most of our Indian states are much larger than a developing country also. Odisha is one

of the 29 states of India, located in the eastern coast. It is surrounded by the states of
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West Bengal to the north-east, Jharkhand to the north, Chhattisgarh to the west and

north-west, and Andhra Pradesh to the south and south-west. Odisha has 485 kilometres

of coastline along the Bay of Bengal on its east, from Balasore to Malkangiri. It is the 9th

largest state by area, and the 11th largest by population. Odisha accounts for 3.47 per

cent of the total population of country with 4.7 per cent of total geographical area. Density

of the state is 269 as against the national average of 382 per sq.km. The sex ratio of the

state stands at 978 against the national ratio of 940. But urban sex ratio of Odisha remains

lower at 934 as against the rural sex ratio of 988. The total decadal growth is 13.97 per

cent. It was at 16.25 in 2001 census. The Birth rate of Odisha during 2002 is 23.2 which

is much less than that of India i.e., 25.0. Literacy of Odisha has been increased from

63.08 per cent in 2001 census to 73.45 per cent in 2011 census. The female literacy rate

stands at 64.36 per cent whereas the male literacy rate is 82.40 per cent.

With a dynamic record the economic growth of Odisha follows a dramatically trend. The

state has immense variation with regard to physical geography, culture, and economic

conditions of different districts. Some districts have realised rapid economic growth in

recent years, while others have languished. Accounting the District domestic Product for

Odisha represents that Sundargarh is the leading district with 8.79 per cent of GSDP and

Deogarh has the lowest share to Odisha’s GSDP with 0.62 per cent of contribution.

During the year 2002-2008 the growth momentum of the state has reached its peak with

an annual of average of 9.2 per cent against the national average 7.9 per cent per annum
(Chart 1).

Source: Statistical abstract Odisha

During the year 2002-09 Odisha economy lies over and above the growth of Indian
economy. The credit must be given to the industry and service sector for this magical
growth. The structural shift from agriculture to non agricultural sector is prominent in
Odisha. In the mean time one statement can be easily drawn from the current scenario
that the economic growth in Odisha is driven by its non-agricultural sector.
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Chart 2: Sectoral Growth Trends of Odisha economy

Source: Statistical abstract Odisha

From the very critical analysis at disaggregated level reflected that manufacturing sector
has reached its peak in 2004-05 and service sector follows the typical trend with minor
ups and downs. But the growth of agricultural sector is quite sluggish during the period
2004-05 to 2008-09 (reason).

Expansion of employment opportunities for proper mobilisation of human resources is a
necessary pre-condition for higher economic growth. To achieve sustainable livelihood,
food security and economic security employment generation is essential. India as well as
Odisha has an advantage of having higher proportion of workforce of active age population
in the age group 15-49. Agriculture continues to be the largest employer of unorganised
workforce in terms of agricultural workers. But with the structural shift in livelihood to
non-agricultural sector, the employment in the organised sector has also increased in last
decade (chart 3).

Chart 3: Employment growth in organised sector of Odisha

 Source: Statistical abstract Odisha
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Chart 4: Age wise distribution of population

 Source: Statistical abstract Odisha

Fiscal position of the state

The overall fiscal scenario in Odisha remains satisfactory. Revenue receipts and
expenditures in 2014-15 stood at 18.4 per cent and 16.51 per cent of GSDP respectively,
a higher range than the previous year. The share of capital expenditure has also shows an
increasing trend from 2.8 per cent in 2013-14 to 3.6 per cent in 2014-15. From 2007-08
onwards the state is enjoying revenue surplus and primary surplus, but primary surplus
turned to deficit 2013-14 onwards (chart 5).

Chart 5: Debt sustainability in Odisha

Source: Statistical abstract Odisha
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Social sector Indicators

The origin of economic development and human development lies with the development
of social sector. In Odisha the social sector (including education, health, sanitation and
social welfare) continued its development in recent years. Education reflecting the social
status of a community strengthen the all round development of the economy. Particularly
literacy improves self-esteem and enhances social status, decision making capacity as
well as develops confidence level of Individual in the society. Odisha attained the literacy
rate of 72.87 per cent which is at par with the national average of 72.99 per cent
(chart 6).

Chart 6: Literacy Rate of India and Odisha

 Source: Statistical abstract Odisha

In Odisha the health sector performance exhibits a sustained improvement. Health
indicators have been gradually improving still there is a gap between the state and national
average. Infant Mortality Rate continues to higher in Odisha in comparison to that of
India (Chart 7).
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Chart 7: Infant Mortality Rate: India and Odisha

 Source: Statistical abstract Odisha

Another important health Indicator is the life expectancy as only good health care services
can improve the longevity of human beings. Odisha is taking continuous steps in heath
improvements, so the gap between the state and national average years of living is
declining (Chart 8).

Chart 8: Longevity in Odisha and India

 Source: Statistical abstract Odisha
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With the above stated facts about Odisha economy, it is now need of the hour to evaluate
the strength and potential of the economy considering the available resources and socio-
economic status as well as the political stability.

Estimation of Potential Growth of GSDP and Sectoral-GSDP in Odisha

The capacity of an economy what to produce, taking in to consideration the existing
resources, man power and technology, is called as potential output. Potential output is an
unobserved variable which need to be estimated. As discussed above. We have used HP
filter to estimate the potential output growth for the state of Odisha. The estimation
period is covering from 1951-52 to 2014-15. The decadal average of both the annual
actual and potential growth is taken in to consideration to make a comparative picture
and outlined the output gap in case of the state of Odisha. To have the first decadal
average we have taken the data for 9 years period (1951-52 to 1959-60) since the official
data are available from that particular year. From 1960-61 onwards the periods have
been in to five decades till 2009-10. However, a five year average has been taken in to
consideration during 2010-11 onwards (latest period and the same is sinking with the
post-global crisis phase).

The comparison between the average of the overall actual and potential output growth
the state reveals that in most of the year potential output of the economy is lying over
and above the actual average growth rate (chart 9).

Source : Author’s own estimation

Odisha economy was in its golden phase in the 6th decade (2001-10) where gap between
the actual and potential growth was in its minimal level. This can be addressed to our
subsequent sectors. In four different phases (1951-60, 1970-80, 1990-2000, and 2010-
15) the potential of the Odisha economy to grow is higher than what it is able to reach, so
there exist a negative output gap. The supply side factors are adding more to the economy
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than the demand of the people. With the present available resources and technology the

economy can achieve a lot of thing but the disequilibrium is because of the internal and

external imbalances. Under internal factors we can identify political disturbance,

institutional disruption, under utilisation of resources, policy drift of the state and other

natural calamities. For the positive output gap the leading factors may be identified as

reform initiative of the state, land and labour productivity, saving and capital formation

and proper management of resources.

Chart 10: GSDP growth smoothened through HP filter
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Taking = 100, that is the smoothening parameter for the GSDP growth of Odisha

economy, it is clear that because of internal policy drift and global uncertainties there is

high fluctuations in GSDP growth between 1965-1991 and so in output gap represented

through cyclical movement follows the same trend.

Agricultural sector

Agriculture being the ultimate livelihood from the very starting of the economy contributes

more than 60 per cent of total state GDP in 1950’s but it has been reduced to only 14 per

cent in recent years. But till today the sector absorbs highest labour force of the economy.

The sector is also not working in its full-fledged capacity as there is output gap arising

out of the deviations between actual and potential growth (Chart 11).
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Source: Author’s own estimation

The accurance of golden phase (2001-10) i.e., the minimum gap in total GSDP growth
can be attributed to agricultural sector as here in this particular sector actual output
growth is higher than state potential because the state has overheating the resources. For
this phase the demand of the economy is higher than its supply leading to inflationary
pressures in the state. In this sector negative output gap i.e., potential growth higher than
the actual is attributed to inherent constraint in physical resources, natural shocks, lack
of infrastructures, and under financing. In the same way the phase where actual growth
of the agricultural sector is higher than its potential representing a positive output gap
can be attributed to availability of adequate and timely credit, state priority, increased
productivity and increasing awareness among the people.

Chart 12: GSDP growth in AGR smoothened through HP filter
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Industrial sector

Structural transformation and rich mineral heritage necessarily requires the industrial
sector to be the driver of growth for the state. Secular impact of economic liberalisation
and a series of state industrial policy resolutions are combined working in favour of
growth of this sector. Particularly the contribution of this sector between the periods
2011 to 2015, for the state economy is 39 per cent, which is quite higher than the national
average of 31 per cent. Still there is presence of output gap in the economy (Chart 13).

 

Source: Author’s own estimation

The honour of minimum gap between actual and potential growth of total GSDP in the
golden phase of Odisha economy is not only attributed to agricultural sector but also to
industrial sector. During this phase the actual growth of the industrial sector is observably
higher than its potential growth. The positive output gap may ascribed to accomplish
steady and fast industrialisation in large, medium and small industry areas with accelerated
support from government policy initiatives through technological and infrastructural
development.

Chart 14: GSDP growth in Industry smoothened through HP filter
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The pace of development has been undergone a change from 1980 onwards both the

growth rate as well as the rate of fluctuation are at a lower level before 1980. As it is

believed that though formal reform revolutionary process started only after 1990 but

actual liberalisation of industries has been initiated from 1980 onwards.

Service  sector

Service sector comprising the most vibrant sub-sectors like trade-travel, transport and

communication, banking and insurance and real estate business services, turned out to

be the most predominant sector as well as the growth engine of the Odisha economic

system. Like its contribution the potential of this sector to rise is also remains at a higher

level (chart 15).

 

Source: Author’s own estimation

Analysing the actual and potential growth of the sector we may conclude that during

2001-10 only in the service sector there is presence of negative output gap which

supplement for the minimum gap between the actual and potential in overall GSDP of

the state. Overwhelming growth of the service sector over the years and its potential to

grow has made this sector a driver of economic growth in Odisha as well as India. The

smoothening parameter under HP filter for service sector is also 100 with which we have

fitted a trend to our actual growth and also computed the existing gap (chart 16).
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Chart 16 : GSDPgrowth in Service smoothened through HP filter
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Conclusion

In an economy the estimation of potential output is essential as it captures the output
growth as well as helps in understanding the process of inflation dynamics. Except
measurement of potential output, there is no such statistical measure is available which
could reasonably capture the overall demand of the economy. In modern era the monetary
policy making lies with the understanding of demand process of the economy, thus the
measurement of potential output is crucial. The path of the maximum sustainable output
level indicates that level of output which is consistent with stable price. The present
approach of estimation may not be convincing in itself to estimate potential GSDP growth.
But this empirical estimation is based on a sound economic basis, constrained by data
availability. The univariate filtering technique, most popular in such cases, the HP filter
provides a potential growth rate of 7.12per cent against 7.04 per cent of actual growth
rate for the golden phase of the state i.e., 2001-2010. In most recent five years average
(2011-2015), the potential of the economy (5.74) stood at a higher level than its actual
growth (5.13). Not only at aggregated level but also at a disaggregated level the picture
remains the same. In case of the primary agricultural sector the potential growth is mere
1.57 per cent against the actual growth of 0.97 per cent. Industrial sector has achieved a
growth rate of 2.47 per cent against its capacity of 3.45 per cent. The engine of economic
growth; that is the service sector the potential figure 8.05 per cent still remains at a
higher level than its actual growth of 7.53 per cent.This paper is the first attempt on state
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level estimation of potential output growth in India. Taking the data from 1951 to 2015
on state level GSDP of Odisha and its contributing sectors, using the conventional
statistical method of HP filter, the study has estimated potential growth of the state and
the concluding remarks are also stood satisfactory.
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Tax Reforms and Economic Growth : An Empirical
Analysis in Indian Context

Abstract : The tax reforms in India have been initiated by the government since
the enactment of various tax laws by appointing different committees at different
point of times. The government has been imposing taxes to spend for public utilities,
functioning of government machineries and for the growth and development of the
economy by reducing the fiscal deficit and increasing GDP. Viewing these aspects,
this paper anatomises the impact of tax reforms on the economic growth and
development of India by considering direct tax, indirect tax and other economic
indicators. The data for this study are collected from the secondary sources published
by the department of income tax and government of India. Further, these data are
analysed by using various statistical tools and techniques such as correlation,
regression, ANOVA and descriptive statistics in SPSS and MS excel softwares. The
variables used for this study are income tax, corporate tax, indirect tax, per capita
income, Gross Domestic Product (GDP), Gross Fixed Capital Formation (GFCF)
and economic growth rate etc. It may be concluded that, the tax reforms have an
imperative impact upon the economic growth and development of India. A favorable
tax reform enhances the revenue collection of the government as well as improves
social activities, which in turn, opens the pace of economic growth on the basis of
per capita and real economy. However, it is suggested that, an efficient and  corruption
free tax reform is required for the sustainable economic growth. This study has set
further direction towards more specific study by including other economic indicators
and considering the extended period.

Keywords : Tax reforms, direct tax, per capita income, GDP, economic growth,

Introduction

The Indian taxation system was very old, which started in the year 1860 by Sir James
Wilson to meet the loss of government out of Mutiny of sepoys 1857.  Tax reforms in
India have been initiated by the government since the enactment of tax laws by appointing
different committees at different points of times. The main aim of the tax reforms is to
bringing out the best structure of taxation by implementing a simple, organized and
more transparent tax policy. The government has been imposing taxes for collection of
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revenues to spend for public utilities, functioning of government machineries and for the
growth and development of economy by reducing the fiscal deficit and increasing GDP.

Both the direct taxes and indirect taxes have significant impact upon the Indian taxation
system, whereas income tax plays a pivotal role in the direct tax system of India. The
government changes its income tax structure every year in annual budget. As government
has the dual aim of taxation to increase revenue by increasing tax rates as well as to
become popular by increasing its exemption limit. However, it is essential to accentuate
the impact of the tax reforms on the growth of the economy. This paper anatomises the
causes and impacts of the tax reforms in Indian economy with reference to direct tax and
indirect tax.

Literature review

Several past studies on this issue have so far been conducted to appraise the impact of
the restructuring of taxation policies in the economy. In a study (Acharya, 2005) analysed
the tax reforms by  the economic efficiency, built-in revenue elasticity, equity, and
transparency and found that sustaining programmes and modern risk management methods
are essential for the administration of tax policy. In a paper, (Sehrawat & Dhanda 2015)
evaluated the advantages and the challenges of GST in India and opined that it will
lower the cost of doing business as well as make the domestic products more competitive
in local and international market. Another study on  the impact of tax reforms in the
economy (Jelilove, Abdulrahman & Isik, 2016) concluded that “favorable tax reforms
improves the revenue generating capacity of government to undertake socially desirable
activities that will translate to economic growth in real output and per capita basis”. It is
perceived from the above literature review that, the tax reform was studied from different
angle, which assumes to an imperative impact on the economic indicators but the real
position of which is unpredictable. The studies conducted on this related topic have
illustrated the role of indirect tax and other taxes in India as well as in other countries,
but this paper tries to outline the impact of income tax reforms,  in the economy indicators
of India. Viewing these aspects, this paper anatomises the impact of tax reforms on the
economic growth and development of India, by considering direct tax and other economic
indicators.

Objectives

In view of the above facts, the following objectives are set forth for the present study.

1. To study the trends of direct tax, indirect tax and other economic indicators of
India during the study period.

2. To analyse the impact of tax reforms on economic development of India.

3. To suggest some measures for favourable tax reforms to boost the economic growth
of India.
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Hypothesis of the study

Hypothesis is an assumption based on limited evidence, as a starting point for further
investigation. The first null hypothesis set for this study is Ho – There is no significant
difference between income tax, corporate tax and indirect taxes in India, and the second
hypothesis is Ho- The direct and indirect taxation have no significant impact upon the
GDP of India. The alternative hypotheses are Hypothesis-I, Ha - There exists significant
difference between income tax, corporate tax and indirect taxes in India, and Hypothesis-
II, Ha- The direct and indirect taxation have a significant impact upon the GDP of India.
These hypotheses are tested in the analysis section to draw appropriate inference.

Methodology

This is a descriptive study, which uses secondary data for the analysis and interpretation.
The data for this study are collected from the secondary sources, such as websites of the
Department of income tax of India and Government of India. Further, these data are
analysed by using various statistical tools and techniques such as correlation, regression,
ANOVA and descriptive statistics and to measure the homogeneity and reliability of the
data Levene’s test, Durbin-Watson’s test, PP plots are used. The SPSS and MS excel
softwares are also used to simplify the calculations. The variables used for this study are
income tax, corporate tax, per capita income, direct taxes, indirect taxes, GFCF and
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) from 2000-01 to 2017-18.

Analysis and interpretation

The available data are analysed under this section, basing upon the above stated objectives.
The trends and magnitude of the different taxes in India are depicted in the table no. 1, to
substantiate the first objective. This table shows the corporate tax, personal income tax,
total direct tax, total indirect tax and total taxes in both amount and annual growth rate,
which are compiled from the time series data available in Department of income tax,
Government of India. Again, the descriptive statistics is applied to concise the data.

Table 1: Trends and magnitude of different tax revenue collection in India (Rs. in
Cr.)

 FY Corporate Corporate Personal  Personal Total Total Total Indirect Total Total
Tax tax Grow Income Income Direct Direct Indirect Taxes Taxes Taxes

th % Tax Tax Gro Tax Tax Gr Taxes Grow Grow

wth % owth % th %   th %

 2000-01 35696 31764 68305 119814 188119

 2001-02 36609 2.56 32004 0.76 69198 1.31 117318 -2.08 186516 -0.85

 2002-03 46172 26.12 36866 15.19 83088 20.07 132608 13.03 215696 15.64

 2003-04 63562 37.66 41386 12.26 105088 26.48 148608 12.07 253696 17.62

 2004-05 82680 30.08 49268 19.05 132771 26.34 170936 15.02 303707 19.71

 2005-06 101277 22.49 63689 29.27 165216 24.44 199348 16.62 364564 20.04
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 2006-07 144318 42.5 85623 34.44 230181 39.32 241538 21.16 471719 29.39

 2007-08 193561 34.12 120429 40.65 314330 36.56 279031 15.52 593361 25.79

 2008-09 213395 10.25 120034 -0.33 333818 6.2 269433 -3.44 603251 1.67

 2009-10 244725 14.68 132833 10.66 378063 13.25 243939 -9.46 622002 3.11

 2010-11 298688 22.05 146258 10.11 445995 17.97 343716 40.9 789711 26.96

 2011-12 322816 8.08 170181 16.36 493987 10.76 390953 13.74 884940 12.06

 2012-13 356326 10.38 201840 18.6 558989 13.16 472915 20.96 1031904 16.61

 2013-14 394678 10.76 242888 20.34 638596 14.24 495347 4.74 1133943 9.89

 2014-15 428925 8.68 265772 9.42 695792 8.96 543215 9.66 1239007 9.27

 2015-16 453228 5.67 287637 8.23 741945 6.63 711885 31.05 1454180 17.37

 2016-17 484924 6.99 349503 21.51 849713 14.53 861515 21.02 1711228 17.68

 2017-18*571202 17.79 419998 20.17 1002741 18.01 915256 6.24 1918210 12.1

 Mean 248487 18.29 155442 16.86 405989 17.54 369854 13.34 775875 14.94

 SD 172379 12.18 116961 10.82 290729 10.42 250241 12.37 537474 8.60

Source: Time series data, Income tax department, Govt. of India.

Revised estimates

It is found from the above table that, the corporation tax collection shows a positive

trend throughout the study period and the growth rate shows a fluctuating trend with an

average of 18.29% and standard deviation of 12.18. The maximum growth rate occurs in

the year 2006-07 @ 42.5 % and the minimum growth in the year 2001-02 @ 2.56 %.

There is progressive trend of personal income tax of India during this period with an

average growth rate of 16.86 % with standard deviation of 10.82. The maximum growth

recorded in the year 2007-08 at 40.65 % and minimum of -0.33% in the year 2008-09,

basically due to the increasing in exemption limit of personal income tax from Rs. 1,10,000

to  Rs. 1,50,000 and again in the year 2014-15 it reduces significantly due to change in

the exemption limit from Rs. 2,00,000 to Rs. 2,50,000.

From the trends of indirect tax, it is observed that the average growth rate during the

same period stood at 13.34% with 12.37 deviations. It is also found that, there is a negative

growth of indirect tax during three years of 2001-02, 2008-09, and 2009-10. Total tax

revenue growth rate shows an average of 14.94 % with a standard deviation of 8.60.

Hence, the total tax collection shows less fluctuating then the individual taxes. The trends

of tax collection in India can also better understood from the figure no 1.
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Figure 1: Trends of tax collection in India

 Source: Time series data, Income tax department, Govt. of India

Above figure shows the trends of various taxes from 2000-01 to 2017-18. It is observed
that the collection of total direct taxes surpasses the total indirect taxes from the year
2007-08 to 2015-16. Growth of personal tax is less than the other taxes and the indirect
tax shows very fluctuating trend.

Again, the relation between different economic indicators are studied to find out, there
impact on tax revenues. In this context, Gross fixed capital formation (GFCF) is compared
with the corporation tax and per capita national income is compared with the personal
income tax both in amount and growth rates in the table no 2.

Table 2 :Movement of various taxes in comparison to economic indicators (Amt.
in Rs. Cr.)

FY Gross Fixed GFCF Corporate Corporate Per capita Per capita Personal Personal

Capital For Growth Tax Tax Grow NI at curre NI Grow Income Income

mation(Cr.) rate th rate nt price th rate Tax Tax Gro

wth rate

2000-01 495196 35696 19115 31764

2001-02 590240 19.19 36609 2.56 20259 5.99 32004 0.76

2002-03 601120 1.84 46172 26.12 21529 6.27 36866 15.19

2003-04 697478 16.03 63562 37.66 23775 10.43 41386 12.26

2004-05 931028 33.48 82680 30.08 26629 12.01 49268 19.05

2005-06 1120292 20.33 101277 22.49 29869 12.17 63689 29.27

2006-07 1343774 19.95 144318 42.5 34249 14.66 85623 34.44

2007-08 1641673 22.17 193561 34.12 39384 14.99 120429 40.65
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2008-09 1821099 10.93 213395 10.25 43604 10.72 120034 -0.33

2009-10 2055772 12.89 244725 14.68 49402 13.3 132833 10.66

2010-11 2407069 17.09 298688 22.05 58534 18.48 146258 10.11

2011-12 2997733 24.54 322816 8.08 66997 14.46 170181 16.36

2012-13 3324973 10.92 356326 10.38 70983 5.95 201840 18.6

2013-14 3515621 5.73 394678 10.76 79118 11.46 242888 20.34

2014-15 3783837 7.63 428925 8.68 86454 9.27 265772 9.42

2015-16 4002781 5.79 453228 5.67 94130 8.88 287637 8.23

2016-17  -  - 484924 6.99 103219 9.66 349503 21.51

Mean 1958105 15.23 213541 18.32 51015 11.17 139880.9 16.66

SD 1232747 8.43 152454 12.57 27873.9 3.53 99515.01 11.14

Source: Economic survey of India, retrieved from, http://mofapp.nic.in:8080/&

ITdepartment

From the above table, it is found that the correlation between GFCF and corporation tax

revenue is positive with r = 0.995 but the correlation of growth rate between them is

r = 0.37. The correlation between per capita income and personal income tax stood at

r = 0.992 and correlation between their growth rate is r = 0.37.

To study the impact of the taxes on the growth of the Indian economy, the direct and

indirect taxes are compared with the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in both amount and

growth rate, which are depicted in the table no 3.

Table 3: Direct tax, indirect tax and GDP growth rate in India (Amount in Rs. Cr.)

FY Total Direct tax Indirect Indirect GDP at GDP

Direct Growth Taxes Tax Gro Current Growth

Tax rate wth rate  market rate

price

2000-01 68305 119814 2102376 7.7

2001-02 69198 1.31 117318 -2.08 2281058 8.5

2002-03 83088 20.07 132608 13.03 2458084 7.76

2003-04 105088 26.48 148608 12.07 2754621 12.06

2004-05 132771 26.34 170936 15.02 3242209 17.7

2005-06 165216 24.44 199348 16.62 3693369 13.92

2006-07 230181 39.32 241538 21.16 4294706 16.28
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2007-08 314330 36.56 279031 15.52 4987090 16.12

2008-09 333818 6.2 269433 -3.44 5630063 12.89

2009-10 378063 13.25 243939 -9.46 6457352 14.69

2010-11 445995 17.97 343716 40.9 7674148 18.84

2011-12 493987 10.76 390953 13.74 9009722 17.4

2012-13 558989 13.16 472915 20.96 10113281 12.25

2013-14 638596 14.24 495347 4.74 11355073 12.28

2014-15 695792 8.96 543215 9.66 12541208 10.45

2015-16 741945 6.63 711885 31.05 13567192 8.25

2016-17 849713 14.53 861515 21.02 15253714 12.43

2017-18* 1002741 18.01 915256 6.24 16773145 9.96

Mean 405989.78 17.54 369854.17 13.34 7454911.72 12.75

SD 290729.15 10.42 250241.63 12.37 4792166.31 3.56

Source: Economic survey of India, retrieved from, http://mofapp.nic.in:8080/&

ITdepartment

The table shows that the average growth rate of GDP at current price is 12.75 %

with standard deviation of 3.56, shows the GDP has grown constantly with limited

variance. Again, for more clarification the data are presented in pictorial form in figure

no 2.

Figure 2: Growth rate of direct tax, indirect tax and GDP at current price

 Source: Data compiled by author

Above figure shows that, the GDP has a constant trend in compared to the direct tax and
indirect tax. The growth of indirect tax shows very fluctuating.
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Test of hypothesis

To draw the inference from the first hypothesis of this study, Oneway ANOVA is applied
to test its significance. The test result of the null hypothesis Ho – There is no significant
difference between income tax, corporate tax and indirect taxes in India is shown in the
table no. 4.

Table 4: Test of hypothesis using Oneway ANOVA

Test of  Homogeneity of  Variances

Tax amount

Levene Statistic df1 df2 Sig.

4.838 2 51 .012

ANOVA

Tax amount

Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

Between Groups 416155843698.778 2 208077921849.389 5.888 .005

Within Groups 1802260550881.222 51 35338442174.142

Total 2218416394580.000 53

Post Hoc Tests

Multiple Comparisons

Dependent Variable: Tax_amount

Tukey HSD

(I) Tax_ (J) Tax_ Mean Diff Std. 95% Confidence
      types        types erence (I-J) Error Sig. Interval

Lower Upper

Bound Bound

Corporate Personal

tax income tax 93044.94 62661.73 .307 -58219.2103 244309.0992

Indirect tax -121366.27 62661.73 .139 -272630.4325 29897.8770

Personal Corporate

income tax tax -93044.94 62661.73 .307 -244309.0992 58219.2103

Indirect tax -214411.22 62661.73 .003 -365675.3770 -63147.0675

Indirect tax Corporate

tax 121366.27 62661.73 .139 -29897.8770     272630.4325

Personal

income tax 214411.22* 62661.73 .003 63147.0675 365675.3770

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level.
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From the ANOVA test it is found that the F value 5.88 is significant at 0.05 level of
significance with p-value 0.00. Thus, the null hypothesis is rejected and it is conclude
that there exists a significant difference between income tax, corporate tax and indirect
taxes in India. Further, Post Hoc test is conducted for multiple comparisons among groups
to know the difference. Tukey HSD applied to test the significance of difference between
groups and found the mean difference is significant within the groups of personal income
tax and indirect tax and insignificant between corporate tax and personal income.

The second hypothesis is tested by using regression analysis that there is no significant
impact of direct tax and indirect taxes on GDP of India. Here, the GDP is taken as
dependent variable and both direct and indirect tax.

Table 5: Multiple regression on GDP, direct tax and indirect tax

Variables Entered/Removeda

Model Variables Entered Variables Removed Method

1 Indirect_tax, Direct_taxb . Enter

a. Dependent Variable: GDP

b. All requested variables entered.

Model Summaryb

Model R R Square Adjusted Std. Error of

R Square the Estimate Durbin-Watson

1 .997a .993 .993 414620.585 .710

a. Predictors: (Constant), Indirect_tax, Direct_tax

b. Dependent Variable: GDP

ANOVAa

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1.Regression 387823931263124.800 2 193911965631562.400 1127.984 .000b

   Residual 2578653448716.723 15 171910229914.448

   Total 390402584711841.560 17

a. Dependent Variable: GDP_currentprice

b. Predictors: (Constant), Indirect_tax, Direct_tax

Coefficientsa

Model Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized t Sig.

     Coefficients

B Std. Error           Beta

1 (Constant) 683261.051 178871.678 3.820 .002

    Direct_tax 13.352 1.518               .810 8.795 .000

    Indirect_tax 3.652 1.764               .191 2.071 .056

a. Dependent Variable: GDP_currentprice
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Residuals Statisticsa

Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation N

Predicted

Value 2032887.00 17414788.00 7454911.72 4776313.686 18

Residual -912252.625 583668.563 .000 389468.223 18

Std. Predicted

Value -1.135 2.085 .000 1.000 18

Std. Residual -2.200 1.408 .000 .939 18

a. Dependent Variable: GDP_currentprice

It is found from the above table that the R-value is 0.997, which shows a strong correlation

between independent and dependent variable. Again, adjusted R2 of this model is 0.993

which explains that the dependent variable GDP 99.3% dependent on the direct and

indirect tax but if growth rate is applied R and R2 would be 0.50 and 0.25. The adjusted

R2 and R2 shows slightly higher covariance. Further, the Durbin-Watson d=0.71 is

between the critical value of 0<d<4. Hence, it can assume that there exists a positive

auto-correlation in this regression data and it is normal.

The output from the above shows that the F –test is highly significant with 1127.98,

which explain that there is less variance in the dependent variable GDP. The Coefficients

table shows the estimates of multiple linear regression including the intercept and

significance level. In this enter method of multiple regression analysis, it is found that

the constant value is 683261.05 and all the variables are significant predictors. It can be

concluded that the direct tax has a higher impact on GDP with coefficient beta of 13.35,

than other variables. From the residual statistics table it is found that standard residual (-

2.2 to 1.41) is within the critical value of -3 and +3. Hence, it fulfills the assumptions of

standardized residuals. Finally, the normality of the residuals can be checked from the

above normal P-P plot. This plot shows that the points are follow the normal line with no

strong deviations. This shows that the residuals are normally distributed. The regression

model is found that GDP = 63261+ 13.35 x Direct tax + 3.65 x Indirect tax.

Conclusion and Suggestions

It is concluded from the first objective that there is a significant difference among the tax

revenues during the study period. The difference in growth rate of various taxes is higher

than the growth in amount. Again, it is found that the tax reforms have an imperative

impact upon the economic growth and development of India, evident from the regression

analysis to substantiate 2nd objective. A favorable tax reform enhances the revenue

collection of the government as well as improves social activities, which in turn, open

the pace of economic growth on the basis of per capita and real economy.
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However, it is suggested that, an efficient and corruption free tax reform is required for
the sustainable economic growth but it should be done in a constructive way for constant
growth of long term prospective without political favouritism. Again, it is suggested
that, the indirect taxes revenue should be increased in comparison to income tax by
reducing income tax burden on personal income tax, so that people will encouraged to
spend more in personal expenditure. The tax reform should be done in long-term scenario
with a simplified structure and reduced tax rate, which can attract more taxpayers to the
system. Considering the above facts, an emerging tax system may be enacted for boosting
taxation system as well as to reduce the fiscal deficit.

Though, this study is based on limited economic indicators and confined to a limited
period, further study may be undertaken to set direction towards more comprehensive
study by including other economic indicators and considering extended time period.
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Banking Service Availability And Agricultural
Productivity: A Case Study Of Rice Cultivation In
Odisha

Abstract : Rice is one of the central crop cultivated in Odisha, covering 65% of its
total cropping area is the 4th largest producing engaging a large portion of the
population in this activity for their economic livelihood. While availability of formal
financial services are necessary to support economic activities, few studies exist on
the impact of availability of banking services on agricultural productivity in the
state of Odisha. Rice being the central crop in Odisha faces many challenges like
lack of rain, pests, change in climatic temperature & humidity, floods etc. Banks
provide services like crop insurance, seed capital, and equipment financingetc to
support agriculture. With large number of population engaged in this activity, more
bank branches should mean more banking services resulting in more productivity.
This paper, taking district wise data tries to establish causal relationship between
availability of banking services and agricultural productivity of rice in the state of
Odisha by using a Multiple Regression Model where the prior aims to explain the
later while controlling for other variables like average rainfall, irrigation facility,
fertilizer usage, humidity etc. It was found that availability of banking services does
not have any significant impact on rice productivity in Odisha.
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Introduction
According to the World Bank Group, agriculture finance enables poor farmers to increase
their income and food production.Formal credit system and availability of financial
services, especially by commercial banks are necessary to support and promote agricultural
growth (Anifowose, O. L. & Ladanu, W.K. 2015 ).Financial institutions like banks along
with loan facilities provide services like crop insurance, seed capital, and equipment
financing etc to enable agriculture to face challenges like lack of rainfall, pests,
technological obsolesce, natural hazards etc. Therefore more banking branches should
mean greater support to agriculture and greater productivity. Also more branches mean
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more competition which is beneficial for the customers, in this case farmers and
agricultural sector as argued by Amy M.G. Kandilov And Ivan T Kandilov.In this study
we focus on the impact of financial services on productivity of rice in the state of
Odisha.Rice being the major crop cultivated in Odisha by constituting around 65% of its
total cropping area with 4th rank in the country for its production (Data Gov, 2014)engages
a large part of its population and the economic livelihood of those people depends mostly
upon the rice cultivation in the state.So rice productivity has been taken as the proxy for
the agricultural productivity.

Many authors argue that agriculture credit is an important factor which determines the
growth of agricultural production and its development (J. S. Sogo-Temi and S. O. Olubiyo
2019). In developed states like US also credit constraints can have a negative impact on
the agricultural profits as stated by many authors (eg:; Chaddad, Cook, and Heckelei
2005, Hart and Lence 2004). Increase in number of bank branches also increases
competition which will be beneficial for agriculture as seen in US where increase in
bank competition (Amy M. G. Kandilov And Ivan T. Kandilov 2018) have benefitted the
agricultural sector. However scarce evidence existsin India , especially in Odisha which
supports that availability of financial services or increase in banks competition results in
greater agricultural productivity. While the government of Odisha is focused in providing
various services to the farmers by opening new bank branches along with RRB’s & co-
operative banks and also providing finance through various schemes like Agricultural
Credit Plan, PMMY etc. It would be interesting to know, whether the availability of
Banking and financial services affect the agricultural productivity in Odisha especially
the productivity of the major crop produced .i.e. rice.

This paper analyzes the impact of banking service availability on the productivity of rice
in the Odisha by taking district wise data for the year 2013-14. This study is Important in
the context of demand for food in the future agro markets which according to the World
Bank Group is going to increase by 70% by 2050 and will require at least $80 billion
investment annually to meet the demand. So it is necessary to know whether the availability
of banking services are useful enough to increase the productivity of agriculture so as to
meet the future demand.

The objective is to examine whether availability of banking services affects the
productivity of rice in the state of Odisha, taking into consideration the district wise
differences in average rainfall, net irrigated area, humidity, usage of fertilizers at same
time as these are some scientifically proven and very common determinants which also
affects the agricultural productivity. Is banking services availability/unavailability, one
of the reason for difference in productivity of rice in different districts of Odisha? This is
the question that the paper tries to answer by focusing on the 30 districts of the state to
arrive at the hypothesis:

Availability of Banking Services has significant impact on the rice productivity in
the state of Odisha.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 provides description of data and
also explains the variables with the help of a conceptual model while section three provides
with the methodology part and the empirical model. Section 4 presents the results and its
interpretations while section 5 summarizes.
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 Data Description

DISTRICT WISE MAJOR KEY INDICATORS OF ODISHA DURING 2013-14

SL DISTRICT. AVE.Rain Net Fertilizer Average Number Rice

NO. fall (mm) Irrigaed Usage Humidity of Bank Produ

area (kg/ha) (%) Branches ctivity (000

(000 ha) mt/000 ha)

1 Angul 1444.5 51.06 25.03 76 156 1.928965

2 Balasore 2093.9 127.69 101.76 71 201 1.248

3 Bargarh 1242.6 153.35 109.87 61 130 2.274353

4 Bhadrak 1793.9 122.26 90.06 71 116 1.465887

5 Bolangir 1422.9 60.28 45.83 61 125 3.192153

6 Boudh 1170 31.58 49.43 61 41 1.802794

7 Cuttack 1491.6 101.74 58.64 76 334 1.462345

8 Deogarh 1466.1 23.42 40.53 61 36 2.421358

9 Dhenkanal 1639.8 78.8 27.93 73 108 2.661335

10 Gajapati 1781.6 27.77 38.5 75 56 0.890584

11 Ganjam 1972.3 163.34 56.41 76 365 0.366553

12 Jagatsingpur 1278.5 60.26 43.8 76 141 2.000989

13 Jajpur 1898 71.53 54.9 63 170 1.061553

14 Jharsuguda 1291.8 15.35 78.53 61 75 1.283428

15 Kalahandi 1855.6 116.37 56.04 69 125 2.497545

16 Kandhamal 1704.9 28.42 9.85 61 64 1.549935

17 Kendrapara 1713.6 90.82 29.3 76 113 1.171665

18 Keonjhar 1651.4 82.4 35.49 71 186 1.554713

19 Khordha 1872.8 55.96 51.14 76 499 0.81088

20 Koraput 1831.1 90.19 49.06 69 101 2.677597

21 Malkangiri 1783.4 62.64 28.19 69 37 1.751742

22 Mayurbhanj 2246.2 122.65 46.14 71 233 1.390078

23 Nabarangpur 1998.8 42.26 154.2 69 57 2.869032

24 Nayagarh 2055.4 46.62 23.46 76 101 0.844418

25 Nuapada 1455.3 47.54 35.88 59 48 2.006491

26 Puri 1764.6 108.26 69.05 76 175 1.473836

27 Rayagada 1485.8 43.17 59.77 69 81 2.481471

28 Sambalpur 1423.9 68.84 105.94 61 135 1.985227

29 Subarnapur 1315.3 80.65 49.87 61 56 3.068232

30 Sundargarh 1450.6 78.45 38.5 61 225 1.951713
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Table-1

Control variable
Average Rainfall

Control variable
Fertilizer Usage

Explanatory Variable
No.of Bank branches

as on March 2014

Control variable
Net Irrigated area

Control variable
Average Humidity

Dependent Variable
Rice productivity
for year 2013-14

Figure-1, Conceptual Model

We use data pertaining to the 30 districts in Odisha for the year 2013-14. Absolute values,
averages, related ratios and percentages are used to measure he variables. The data related
to the variables has been collected from the source (ODISHA AGRICULTURE
SATATISTICS, 2013-14).A more precise information regarding the variables are given
as follows:

 Variable Type Variable Name Calculated As Source

 Dependent Rice Productivity Production in (ODISHA
for year 2013-14 ‘000MT/ Area AGRICULTURE

in ‘000HA SATATISTICS, 2013-14)
 Explanatory Number of Bank Already available (ODISHA

Branches as on AGRICULTURE
March 2014 SATATISTICS,(2013-14)

 Control Average Rainfall
for the year 2013-14 Already available (ODISHA

AGRICULTURE
SATATISTICS, 2013-14)

 Control Fertilizer Usage for (ODISHA
the year 2013-14 Already available AGRICULTURE

SATATISTICS, 2013-14)
 Control Net Irrigated Area (ODISHA

for the year 2013-14 Already available AGRICULTURE
SATATISTICS, 2013-14)

 Control Average Humidity Already available (ODISHA
AGRICULTURE

SATATISTICS, 2013-14)

Table-2, Variable Description
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Methodology

To answerthe research question using the data described above, we use an empirical

model .i.e. a multiple linear regression model to establish causal relationship between

availability of banking services and rice productivity in the state of Odisha. District wise

rice productivity for the year 2013-14  has been taken as the dependent variable,  the

number of bank branches present as on 2014 against each district including RRB’s and

co-operative banks  are taken as the Explanatory variable while  controlling for the

climatic differences like Average Rainfall, Net Irrigated Area, Average Humidity. We

also control for the Usage of Fertilizers which varies from district to district.

All data has been analyzed using SPSS 20.  The empirical model for the purpose of

analysis is given in Table-3below:

RP =  + 
1
 NBB + 

2
 ARF + 

3
 FU + 

4
 NIA + 

5
 AH + Err

Where,

‘RP’ refers to district wise Productivity of Rice

‘NBB’ refers to Number of Bank Branches present

‘ARF’ refers to Average Rainfall for the year

‘FU’ refers to Fertilizer Usage for the period

‘NIA’ refers to Net Irrigated Area

‘AH’ refers to Average Humidity

‘Err’ refers to the error term

‘a’ refers to the intercept and ‘ß1’, ‘ß2’, ‘ß3’,‘ß4’& ‘ß5’are the coefficients related

to the variables.

Table - 3, Empirical Model

Results

This study analyzed the impact of banking service availability on agricultural productivity

and tried to establish any causal relationship between them using a sample of 30 districts

of Odisha. The results obtained are as follows:

Model Summaryb

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of

the Estimate

1 .621a .386 .258 .616021466436928

a. Predictors: (Constant), AH, FU, NIA, ARF, NBB

b. Dependent Variable: RP
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Table-4

Here we can see that the adjusted R square value is .258 , which means that the 25.8%
change in dependent RP is explained by the independent variables

ANOVAa

Model Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

1 Regression 5.722 5 1.144 3.016 .030b

Residual 9.108 24 .379

Total 14.830 29

a. Dependent Variable: RP

b. Predictors: (Constant), AH, FU, NIA, ARF, NBB

Table-5

Coefficientsa

        Unstandardized Standardized 95.0% Confidence

            Coefficients Coefficients Interval for B

Model      B Std. Error Beta t Sig Lower Upper

Bound Bound

1(Constant) 4.200 1.394 3.012 .006 1.322 7.077

   NBB - .003 .001 -.396 -2.030 .054 -.005 .000

   ARF -.001 .000 -.281 -1.486 .150 -.002 .000

   NIA .002 .004 .128 .664 .513 -.005 .010

   FU .003 .004 .137 .798 .433 -.005 .011

   AH -.017 .023 -.153 -.756 .457 -.064 .030

a. Dependent Variable: RP

Table - 6

In the  TABLE- 5 we have conducted ANOVA where the F-ratio in the F column examines
whether the overall Regression model is good fit for the data or not. Here in the table
F(5,24)= 3.016 , p< 0.0005, which indicates that the Regression model is good fit for the
data.

However in table 6 it can seen that all the dependant variable are insignificant, which
means that the explanatory variable i.e NBB does not affect the dependent variable
significantly.

Conclusion

From the above results it can be said that the availability of banking services in Odisha
does not affect the agricultural productivity of rice, which is quite contradictory to the
existing belief as stated in the literature. This indicates that the banking services provided
to support agriculture in Odisha are inefficient and unable to make an impact upon the
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productivity of rice which is the major crop in Odisha. Also it can seen that none of the
control variables affect significantly to the productivity which according to common
science should affect the productivity. This means that there is no significant difference
in the climatic conditions and usage of fertilizers from district to district. However
increasing the geographical area beyond Odisha and taking more robust panel data set
can generate better results. For now it could be said that banking service availability
does not have any significant impact on the productivity of Rice in Odisha, at least not in
the short term. Hence banks and other financial institutions should try to focus more on
supporting the agricultural sector more efficiently so as to meet the future demand for
food.
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Abstract : Retail is a service-based industry where the front-line employees are
the face of the retail organization. Effectively managing these human resources
becomes a crucial determinant for success in the industry. Human resourceis
transcending into becoming a strategic business partner impacting bottom lines of
retail companies.

Our Employee Satisfaction Survey was aimed at entry and mid-level shop-floor
employees of retail firms in order to capture their opinions around Human resource
practices in their organizations. The interviews were conducted in fourteen retail
organization’s shop floor employees and data was collected and collated from 193
respondents. Through the use of Importance-satisfaction model and analysis seven
important factors were identified which affects a retail employee’s beliefs towards
his workplace.
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Introduction

The retail industry has always been labour- intensive and a key to its competitive
performance has to be the continuous availability of skilled employees and their persistent
motivation to perform their jobs in an efficient manner. Considering the utmost
significance of human resources in an organization, and more so in the service sector of
which retail forms a part, the study of HRM in retail is of profound relevance(Arrowsmith
et al, 1996).  The interactions between customers and front- line employees in a retail
firm is likely to affect customer perceptions of the shopping experience and may leave a
lasting impression that affects satisfaction, repeat buying and firm performance. (Magi,
2003; Schneider et al 1995; Grewal et al, 1991). Their levels of motivation and ability to
handle these interactions positively are of high value. Incongruously, it has been found
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that retail store employees have less satisfying workplace experiences relative to other
marketers. Workplace experiences?, as defined byRhoads et al. (2002) in their study
“Retailing as a Career” are a combination of constructs related to (1) job characteristics

(salary, workweek, feedback, participation, autonomy, variety, and control), (2)

psychological outcomes (job satisfaction, job burnout, organizational commitment and

turnover, and (3) role stress (overload and conflict)?. Theelasticity ratio of Employment

to GDP for Wholesale and Retail Trade ?has been estimated to be highest among all

sectors as indicated in Planning Commission’s report   titled “Report   of   the   Task

Force   on   Employment Opportunities”.“A number of studies have identified the negative

aspects of retail shop- floor jobs. In a study of a single large retail chain, Gable et al.

(1984) found that trainees left in between due to number of reason. Stevens (1989) referred

to the negative aspects of retailing jobs such as long hours, physical exertion and routine.

Further, while Helliker (1995) reported that workweeks averaged between 60 to 80 hours

keeping the employees over worked, Pearson (1994) indicated that retail employees

have very little loyalty towards their employers because they are generally not happy in

their jobs. Because of the negative perceptions attached, retailing is not considered an

attractive career alternative (Swinyard, 1981).

The most popular approach to assess relationship between HRM practices and employee

work- related attitudes, as described by few researchers (Applebaum  et al (2000); Cully

et al., 2000; Guest, 1999), is the Employee Satisfaction Survey Method. Employee

satisfaction influences employee absenteeism and employee turnover (Rainey, 1991),

and the amount of employee commitment and motivation affects employee input towards

work and ultimately productivity (Lawler, 1994). Hence, employee satisfaction survey

is one of the most resourceful and powerful methods of understanding employee attitudes

by the HR department (Burke, 2011;, Johnson, 1996; Kraut,1996; McLean, 2006). In

this study, we have used employee satisfaction survey as a medium to gather and access

information on the attitudes of retail store employees towards various HR practices

followed in their organizations.

Methodology

In this study, we have used employee satisfaction survey as a medium to gather and

access information on the attitudes of retail store employees towards various HR practices

followed in their organizations. For the purpose of our study a total of 193 retail shop-

floor employees from 14 large, multi-brand retail firms were interviewed and questionnaire

filled. The participant’s frequency and percentage distribution on the basis of gender,

education level, management level, salary, total experience in retail sector and number

of years of experience in the present organization is shown in the table 1:
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Table 1 Profile of respondents who participated in the study

S.No. Profile Frequency Per cent

1. Gender

Male 134 69.4

Female 59 30.6

2. Education Level

Senior Secondary 102 12.4

Graduate 32 52.8

Post- Graduate 24 16.6

Diploma in Retail 56 12

3. Management level

Junior 102 52.8

Middle 91 47.2

4. Salary

Below 12,000 INR 19 9.8

12,001-14,999 INR 98 50.8

15,000-19,999 65 33.7

20,000 INR and above 11 5.7

5. Experience in Retail Sector

<1 years 57 29.5

1<2 years 76 39.4

2<4 years 49 25.4

4< 11 5.7

The questionnaire comprises of 3 broad issues in all. The first issue consists of a set of
32 pairs of statements based on various practices that are followed in the retail
organizations. These statements are meant to capture the employee’s opinions and attitudes
towards their organization.

Around each of these statements, respondents were asked to mark on the basis of first,
how important these practices are for them, and second, indicate their satisfaction levels
around each statement. Once we got the importance and satisfaction ratings, we performed
gap analysis. For the purpose of pre testing the employee satisfaction survey questionnaire
was given to 30 shop floor employees in retail stores. They were people with one to four
years of work experience. It was primarily checked whether these employees were able
to comprehend questions as per their meanings and had the judgment and ability to
answer them correctly.
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Employee Satisfaction Survey: Discussion of results of analysis

It was observed that the 32 items could be clubbed together to obtain a lesser number of
factors. EFA using Principal component analysiswas carried out. The Kaiser-Meyer-
Olkin (KMO) wasfound greater than 0.6 (it was 0.736), indicating that factor analysis
should yield distinct and reliable factors .In the Bartlett’s test of Sphericity, the condition
of significance value (p) <0.05 was fulfilled (approx. chi-square- 356.786, sig.
0.000).Hence factor analysis was accepted as an appropriate technique for adoption in
the current situation.Now, complying with therules of Eigen values > 1 (Pallant, 2005)
and considering values of Communalities, 7 factors accounting for 73.778% of the total
variance were generated. Based on clubbing of different items under each, the factors
were appropriately named. Annexure1shows the rotated component output enlisting 7
factors along with the individual factor loadings. The factors obtained as a result of
factor analysis are: training and development, compensation, talent retention, employee
recreation, organizational work culture, career development and employee recognition.

Table 2 Descriptive output for Importance and Satisfaction of the 7 factors
identified

Factor Name Mean Standard Mean Standard

(Importance) Deviation (Satisfaction) Deviation

( Importance) (Satisfaction)

Training and

Development 3.264 0.006 3.815 0.029

Compensation 4.585 0.011 1.880 0.024

Talent

Retention 3.090 0.099 2.976 0.077

Employee

Recreation 4.379 0.288 3.329 0.028

Organizational

Work Culture 4.212 0.012 3.176 0.015

Career

Development 4.293 0.020 2.241 0.007

Employee

Recognition 4.299 0.013 3.175 0.014

Table 3 Grand means for importance and satisfaction means of the 7 factors
identified

No. of factors Mean Std. deviation

Importance Grand Mean         7 4.017 0.064

Satisfaction Grand Mean         7 2.941 0.027
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Figure 1 represents quadrant analysis for carrying out Importance-Satisfaction Analysis
(ISA) where importance and satisfaction mean scores have been plotted. The plot is
divided into four quadrants: low relative satisfaction/low relative priority, low relative
satisfaction/high relative priority, high relative satisfaction/low relative priority, and,
high relative satisfaction/high relative priority. Quadrant Analysis helps us to identify
the priority areas that HR personnel of retail organizations need to focus upon. This is
done by analyzing the gaps that lie between the mean scores of importance and satisfaction
ratings of the seven factors. Identifying the areas that are considered important for
employees but not as much by firm management would highlight issues where an
improvement made by the organization will have the most impact on employee satisfaction
contributing to enhancement in overall performance.

Fig.1:Importance-Satisfaction Analysis (Quadrant Analysis) of the 7 factors identified

Of the seven factors plotted, four factors fall in or immediately around the primary focus
area. These four factors demanding unwavering and immediate attention are:
Compensation, Career Development, Employee Recognition and Organizational Work
Culture. The other factors must not be ignored and catered steadily. For the purpose of
this study it makes sense to consider only these four factors for further analysis.

To understand if the demographic variables like gender and education level did not lead
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to bias in importance and satisfaction scores Independent sample t-test and ANOVA
(Analysis of Variance) were applied. For finding out differences on the basis of gender
i.e. whether the responses varied on the basis that a respondent is male or female,
independent sample t-test was applied. (Annexure ANOVA).

Findings and Conclusion

Since satisfaction mean for training and development factor is greater than the importance
mean, we can say that retail firms are doing an impressive job around this forte.

Next, the second factor compensation? has an importance mean of 4.585 and a satisfaction
mean of 1.880.A remarkable difference indicates that it is one of the highly ignored in
the industry. We therefore conclude that there is a strong mismatch between the
expectations of employees in terms of the compensation they receive and the amount of
inputs they put to their jobs. HR departments must therefore evaluate this issue judiciously
and focus on designing compensation packages that are perceived attractive by the
employees. This can be a very strong retention strategy that can save on company’s
resources to a large extent.

The third factor talent retention carries an importance mean score of 3.090 and a
satisfaction score of 2.976. The difference between mean scores is positive again. For
store employees, it is important that their organization treats them well and their
supervisors are receptive to their needs and wants.

The employee recreation factor with mean importance score of 4.379 and a mean
satisfaction score of 3.329 is representative of the several steps taken by the retailers
towards designing innovative programs for employees recreation.

Next, organizational work culture has an importance mean score of 4.212 and a satisfaction
score of 3.176.Thisinvolve work-life balance, flexible timings, approachable management,
supervisor- subordinate relationship and overall work environment.

  The next factor, career  development has  a  mean  importance  score  of  4.293  and  a
mean satisfaction score of 2.241.Since there is a significant difference between the
importance and satisfaction mean scores this denotes that employees in retail shop-floor
jobs are not satisfied with career growth opportunities offered by the retail firms. This is
perhaps one of the most important reasons for a high attrition and employee turnover
rate. Considering this as critical for employee satisfaction, HR departments must focus
on designing clear career growth maps for employees and discuss the same with them on
periodic basis.

The last factor, Employee recognition ?has importance mean score of 4.299 and
satisfaction mean score of 3.175. HR managers should work towards devising innovation
recognition programs for their employees. Though this factor does not fall under high
priority zone, its positioning around the periphery indicates that it be considered important.

Based on the gap analysis four factors were identified as priority areas. Two most important
factors were career development and compensation, followed by organizational work
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culture and employee recognition, in that order of importance. Empirical evidence suggests
that one of the main reasons for dissatisfaction among employees is non-clarity of their
career progression paths. The employees are insecure about their future. Thus, the amount
of motivation and dedication that towards their jobs and the organization is not to the
expected level.

Another important reason for employee dissatisfaction and high attrition rates in the
retail industry is low compensation for shop floor employees. Employees believe that
they are underpaid and their compensation is not consummate with the work they perform.
Their working hours are in the range of 9-11 hours per day which they have to spend
mostly standing. Because of lower salaries, poaching amongst retailersis very common
in the industry leading to a high turnover rate.

The senior staff like Store managers should be trained to deal with subordinates softly
and not set unrealistic daily and weekly targets for them. Deserving employees should
be duly recognized and rewarded. Managing these factors effectively will go a long way
in assuring employee satisfaction.

Prominent reasons given by employees for joining the retail organization that they
presently work for are: looking forward to working in a formal organizational set-up,
huge growth potential lies ahead in the retail sector, to enjoy a secure and respectable
work environment, a lot of opportunities to learn, opportunity to interact with customers,
to explore opportunities for career growth, recommended by a friend/relative.

The reasons employees gave for which they may leave their present organization and
join elsewhere are: better growth prospects in terms of career advancement, better
compensation and other benefits, better management which is sensitive towards employees
concerns, lesser work-pressure.

During the study we found that the employee satisfaction survey ofshop-floor workers
corroborates with Jones et.al (2010) study that even in settings where employees perform
simple low-skilled tasks, participatory work environments can enhance business
performance.

With regard to rewarding employees, we conclude that rewards and recognition contribute
to enhancing employee motivation and employee morale. Deci et al (1985) in their
Cognitive Evaluation theory (CET) and Ryan et.al (1983) in their study had established
that performance contingent rewards may actually increase an employees’ intrinsic
motivation. This is contrary to an earlier research which found that giving extrinsic
rewards to an employee for performing a task may lead to deteriorating a person’s intrinsic
motivation (Lepper et al.1973)
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ANNEXURES

Annexure -1 Rotated Component result of factor analysis

Factors Factor Loadings

1. Training and Development

Employees are given adequate training that is required for

their job 0.6833

Quality of training provided is good 0.7035

Encouragement to pursue higher studies/certifications in

relevant areas 0.7837

Organisation spends required funds and time on training and

development activities 0.7228

2. Compensation

Compensation given by the organisation is competitive as

per industry standards 0.7145

Timely reviews for pay hike take place 0.6407

The process used for annual salary/promotions/performance

bonuses is fair 0.6257
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Variable pay plans like team/group incentives,employee

performance incentives aregiven 0.6558

Remuneration against overtime is duly provided 0.5955

3. Talent Retention

Supervisor promotes an environment of team work 0.7094

Supervisor provides me with actionable suggestions on

what I can do to improve 0.6744

Management/HR actively attempts to resolve conflicts

that arise at workplace 0.6902

Internal Employee Satisfaction survey conducted by

the management at least once a year 0.5035

HR managers reassure about employee's job security

whenever possible 0.4131

Giving employee autonomy and responsibility whenever

possible 0.4030

4. Employee Recreation

Employee entertainment activities like in-house games,

picnics and off-sites are popular in the organisation 0.8032

Regular coffee breaks happen during the day 0.7660

Occasions such as birthdays, festivals are celebrated 0.6990

Team lunch/dinner, dinner with supervisor happen 0.5540

Employee discounts on in-house merchandise is given 0.5770

5. Organizational Work Culture

Employees are treated with respect and dignity at work place 0.8145

An environment of positivity and motivation exist 0.7407

Employees can raise their concerns to management freely

without hesitation 0.7257

Company promotes a culture of work-life balance 0.6558

Employees are not made to work for longer than stipulated hours 0.5955

6. Career Development

Employees have a clear picture of their career progression chart 0.7878

Efforts are made to identify each employee's interest, aptitude

while drawing out individual career plan 0.7261

Discussion of career progress and promotion opportunity

with your manager take place at least once a year 0.6883
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7. Employee Recognition

Employees are socially recognized for good performance 0.7951

Awards like trophies, badges, certificates are given for

daily, weekly or monthly achievements 0.6378

Recognition in front of customers 0.6459

Innovative employee recognition programs are regularly

designed and implemented 0.5562

ANNEXURE -2 ANNOVA

Factor Null Males Females Degree of t- Significance Rejected/

Name Hypothesis (N) (N) Freedom value (p-value) Not Rejected

Employee H1.a- The importance

Recognition satisfaction gap scores

of employee recogni-

tion are not different

by gender 134 59 181 -0.255 0.378 Not rejected

Organizational

work culture H1.b - The importance

satisfaction gap scores

of Org. work culture

are not different by

gender 134 59 181 -0.729 0.467 Not rejected

Career H1.c - The importance

Development satisfaction gap scores

of career development

are not different by

gender 134 59 181 0.982 0.327 Not rejected

Compensation

H1.d - The importance

satisfaction gap scores of

compensation are not

different by gender 134 59 181 -0.257 0.954 Not rejected
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Null Rejected/ Degree of Significance

Hypothesis Not Rejected Freedom t-value (p-value)

H2.a - The importance satisfaction gap

scores of employee recognition are not

different by education level Not rejected 181 0.129 0.879

H2.b - The importance satisfaction gap

scores of work culture are not different

by education level Not rejected 181 2.43 0.091

H2.c - The importance satisfaction gap

scores of career development are not

different by education level Not rejected 181 0.247 0.781

H2.d - The importance satisfaction gap

scores of compensation are not

different by education level Not rejected 181 1.228 0.295

Annexure 3: Based on differences in Education Level
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A Comparative Study on Role of Fundamentals in
Stock Valuation

Abstract : The greatest gift of all is to assess the value of a thing. Same logic is
also applicable in investment world. The investment decision to buy or sell a security
is always based on the comparison of its fundamental value with that of its market
value. Because Fundamental analysts believe that market value of each share follows
the trend of intrinsic value. The intrinsic or the fundamental value is the realization
of all the future cash flows in the form of capital appreciation and dividend. In
identification of under- valued as well as over-valued stocks and to take rational
decision in investment investors all over the world widely use various valuation
models and compare the calculated fundamental values with market values to reach
at an investment decision. This empirical study aims at assessing the fundamental
value of the sample stocks using two different valuation models. Those are Gordon
and Shapiro model (1956) of general dividend discounted model (the model assumes
a unique dividend growth rate as “g) and Multiplier Approach of valuation using P/
E ratio. While the former approach is based on the principle that the value of any
investment is the present value of all its future cash flows, the underlying principle
behind the second model is value of identical assets should be same. The estimated
fundamental values of the stocks are then compared with their corresponding market
values in order to check any significance difference is present or not. The present
study considers Indian Financial Service Sector and the companies of Financial
Service Sector index are included in the sample size. The time period of the study is
5 years i.e. 1st April 2013 to 1st April, 2018.

Keywords : Fundamental value, Market price, Valuation of stock.

Introduction

Valuation is an emerging topic in Finance now a day. The ability to value any asset is
an essential skill in a wide variety of professional environments from corporate finance
to portfolio management theory. In today’s scenario calculation of actual value of a
stock is must before any investment in share market. Because rise and fall of a share
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price is because of fall in either earnings or valuation. Valuation of a share depends on
many factors like market capitalization, managerial efficiency and transparency, earnings
visibility, margin, sector, market sentiment, replacement cost etc. That is the reason even
experienced investors also find it difficult to go for a proper valued stock for investment.
This paper tried to assess the fundamental value of Nifty Financial Service Sector Index
companies. In order to calculate their fundamental values the present study has used
Constant growth rate model and Multiplier valuation approach using P/E ratio.

Literature Review

Economists believe that no valuation model gives accurate result in real life. Still the
need is there to go for a valuation method by which it can be known whether the price is
overvalued or undervalued and the market behaves rationally. Number of research works
has been done in this context and few are highlighted below.

A. Alford (1992) states that the price-earnings (P/E) valuation method measures a firm's
stock price against its earnings capacity and the P/E multiple calculated from a range of
comparable firms. The method's accuracy is tested in the selection of comparable firms
based on industry type, risk, and earnings growth. Industry basis and a combination of
risk and earnings growth best determine firm comparability. However, practice shows
industry basis is used more often since companies in the same industry approximate
similar risk and earnings growth and follow similar accounting methods. Large firms
have greater use of the industry based selection than small firms. Valuation accuracy is
positively related to firm size and negatively related to leverage differences adjustment.

S.N.Kaplan and R.S. Ruback. (1995) compare the market value of highly leveraged
transactions to the discounted value of their corresponding cash flow forecasts. For the
authors' sample of 51 highly leveraged transactions completed between 1983 and 1989,
the valuations of discounted cash flow forecasts are within 10 percent on average of the
market values of the completed transactions. Their valuations perform at least as well as
valuation methods using comparable companies and transactions. The authors also invert
their analysis by estimating the risk premium implied by transaction values and forecast
cash flows and relating those risk premiums to firm and industry betas, firm size, and
firm book-to-market ratios

Ohlson (1995) argued that dividends were paid out of book value and not current earnings
and that they reduced market value on a dollar to dollar basis since dividends reduce
book value on a dollar to dollar basis and do not affect the abnormal earnings
sequence.Monchul Kim and Jay.R.Titter (1999) shows that valuing IPOs on the basis of
the Price-to-Earnings , Price-to-Sales , Enterprise value-to-Sales and Enterprise value –
to-Operating Cash flow ratios of comparable firms is of on limited use if historical numbers
rather than forecasts are used. This is largely due to the wide variation of these ratios for
young firms within an industry. P/E multiples using forecasted earnings result in much
more accurate valuations than multiples using trailing earnings.
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Berkman et al (2000) compare estimates of value derived from conventional discounted
cash flow and price earnings valuation methods to the market price. They suggest that
the best discounted cash flow method and the best price earnings comparable method
have similar accuracy. The median absolute pricing error is around 20% and the models
explain around 70% of the cross sectional variation in market price scaled by the book
value. Mark Kamstra (2003) argues that forecasted future cash flows can be unreliable
in computation of fundamental value of the stocks and used a new valuation approach
“Kamstra 2001” to check if market prices reflected gross over valuation of various stocks
compared to the estimated fundamental values. This approach uses a statistical model of
discounted dividend growth rates. It permits more flexible modeling of autocorrelation
in growth rates. His study focuses in the context of efficient markets and highlights on
the efficient markets implications of the deviations observed between market and
fundamental prices. He suggests that algorithmic valuation techniques provide a rough
starting point for firm valuation.

Ingolf Dittmann, Ernst .G.Moug and Johaness (2005) studied how the use of alternative
valuation methodologies affects investment performance for a sample of 53 German
venture capitalists. They measured the investment performance by the amount of
investments they need to write off and by the number of companies they take public and
find that a significant number of investment managers use discounted cash flow (DCF)
techniques, but only a minority appears to use a discount rate related to the cost of
capital. The majority applies DCF using subjective discount rates. They presented
evidence that the use of DCF is correlated with superior investment performance only if
applied in conjunction with an objectifiable discount rate. Also, funds that invest with a
longer horizon perform better. The use of multiples is not significantly correlated with
investment performance and a focus on fundamental values confers an advantage.

Objective of the Study
Having studied the above research works, the objective of the current research work is to
estimate the fundamental values of the sample stocks and to compare them with their
corresponding market values. For that purpose two valuation models are used. DCF
(Discounted Cash Flow) and P/E Multiplier Model. The objectives of the study are as
follows.

• To calculate the intrinsic value of sample stocks using DCF Model and P/E ratio
Model.

• To calculate their corresponding market values.

• To compare the calculated fundamental value and the market value of the sample
stocks.

• To test the significance level of the deviation of the above two values.

Data and Sample Size
In this present study the companies of Nifty Financial Service Sector Index are included.
This Index is designed to reflect the behaviour and performance of the Indian financial
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market which includes banks, financial institutions, housing finance, insurance companies
and other financial services companies. The Nifty Finance Index comprises of 20 stocks
that are listed on the National Stock Exchange (NSE).

(source:https://www.nseindia.com/products/content/equities/indices/sectoral_indices.ht)

Out of 20 companies, after checking the regular dividend payment policy of the sample
companies ( as present study uses Dividend Discount Model), total 14 companies are
filtered and used for the study. In order to estimate the actual or intrinsic values of the
sample companies, their fundamentals like corresponding Income Statement, Balance
sheet, Debt equity ratio, EPS, DPS and ß values for the study period are collected from
CMIE data base. For the Relative valuation approach, their respective P/E ratios are also
taken from the same source. The sample size of the study is 14 and the time period for
the study is 5 years i.e. from 1st April, 2013 to 1st October, 2018. To calculate the market
prices of the shares, average closing prices are taken from official website of National
Stock Exchange i.e. www.nseindia.com.

Research Methodology

Constant Growth Approach

The first used valuation approach is the discounted cash flow Approach .This approach
assumes that dividends will grow at the same rate i.e. “g” into the future and the discount
rate (k) is greater than the dividend growth rate (g). To implement this approach, the
income statement, Balance sheets for 5 years ( i.e from 2013 to 2018) of the companies
are examined.

The study uses the constant growth model i.e.  V0 = D1/ (k – g) for evaluation of intrinsic
value.                                                                                                                   (1)

The argument before this model is, the fundamental value of a share is the discounted
value of all its future cash flows. The rationale for the model lies in the present value rule
i.e. the value of any asset is the present value of expected future cash flows discounted at
a rate appropriate to the riskiness of the cash flows. There are two components in this
model i.e. expected dividend and cost of equity (Ke).To obtain the expected dividend ,
the study calculated “g” or growth rate  using the following formulae.

Calculation of growth rate “g”

g = ROE × B     Where ROE = Net Income / Shareholder’s equity and

              B or Retention Ratio = Retained Earnings / Net Income               (2)

Calculation of cost of equity (Ke)

Cost of Capital (Ke) is calculated using CAPM model. It believes that past is a better
indicator for future and CAPM model is theoretically better grounded. For calculation of
cost of equity the following formula is used.

Ke= Rf +  (Rm – Rf).                                                                                                (3)
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Multiplier Valuation Approach using P/E ratio

In the second approach of Multiplier Valuation using P/E ratio is based on the following
formula “P/E ratio = Share price / Earning per Share”

Thus the intrinsic value of a share can be calculated by multiplying EPS with the
corresponding P/E ratio of a company. So,

Value of a share = P/E ratio × Earning per Share                                                    (4)

To apply this formula P/E ratios and Earnings per Share (EPS) values of the sample
companies for 5 years (i.e. from 2013 to 2018) are collected from the CMIE database.
The collected P/E ratios are assumed as the appropriate P/E ratios. Calculated growth
rate (g) is used for forecasting the EPS value.

To compare the calculated fundamental values using the above two approaches with that
of the market price of the respective companies’ shares, the average market price from
1st April, 2013 to 1st October, 2018 are taken into consideration. The closing prices are
taken for the calculation of average market price from the official website of National
Stock Exchange i.e.www.nseindia.com.

Hypothesis and Stistical tool used
Having calculated the fundamental value and the market value of the sample stocks, a t-
test at 5% significance level is conducted to check the significance level of the deviation
between the two values. So, the hypothesis is as follows.

The aim of the study is to test that the market value of a stock follows its fundamental
value. So, the null hypothesis can be stated as

H
o
: = The calculated fundamental values are not significantly different from their

corresponding market values.

Analysis and intrepretation of result
Constant Growth Approach

To interpret the result, the study has used growth rate (g= ROE×B) of each company.
These calculated growth rates using compounding technique of time value are shown in
the table below.

Interpretation

The table no 1,2,3,4 and 5 compares the estimated fundamental values of the sample
stocks with that of their market values. In table 6, a t-test is conducted (at 5% significance
level) to test the significance level of the deviation between these two values. However
the deviation observed in the table 2 is quite clear and significant in almost all cases. All
the deviations are more than 10% and even in case of Axis Bank, the deviation is the
highest one i.e. 33.42%. The significant deviated result can be because of the limitations
of the model. First, the model assumes growth rate “g” constant throughout these 5 years
time period which is only possible to the companies that are growing at a stable rate.
But, in real life there are many hindrances to this so called steady growth. The overall
results of DCF Model shows that (table 6, annexure) out of 14 stocks, result in 4 stocks
is not significantly different from each other whereas in remaining 10 stocks the result is
significantly different (table 6) and thus it rejects null hypothesis. These are the
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uncertainties associated with that particular industry, company and above all the economic
condition of the country. Factors like inflation, growth rate of economy, volatility of
earnings etc. affect the steady growth rate. Though Gordon Growth Model is a simple
and convenient way of valuation yet it is extremely sensitive to the inputs of growth rate
and a little adjustment in it may lead to incorrect valuation as growth rate is used in
discount rate of the model. The second problem with the model is that it completely
ignores working capital. Though dividend is the cash flow on the security yet change in
working capital influence this cash flow. Because, it provides a clear picture of the
operational liquidity of the business. The t-test result rejects the null hypothesis at 5%
significance level and proves that there is no significant difference between the calculated
fundamental values and their market values.

Multiplier Valuation Approach using P/E ratio

Multiplier Valuation Approach used P/E Ratio to calculate the fundamental values of the
shares. The approach is based on the following formula i.e.

Value of a share = P/E Ratio × EPS. The corresponding P/E ratios are taken from the
CMIE database and using the growth rate g , forecasted Earning per Share is derived and
fundamental values are calculated. The following tables show the calculated values,
market values and the deviations between the two along with the result of t-test to show
the significance difference between the fundamental and market price.

Interpretation

In Multiplier Approach of share valuation using P/E ratio, the major difficulty is to

determine an appropriate P/E ratio for the share. Different approaches may be adopted to

determine it. But, as valuation is a very sensitive issue and minor mistake can lead to a

completely different result, it was safe to pick P/E ratio from CMIE database. The first

advantage of it is, it is analyst’s calculation by taking various fundamental factors into

consideration and the second one is, it is not a forecasted data but a practical and logical

ratio (calculated one) to be used in valuation. So, the P/E ratio taken from CMIE database

can be safely treated as an appropriate Price Earning ratio. The results shown in the

above tables support the said logic. In major cases the deviation is very minor. In some

cases the maximum deviation is above 20% (Axis 23% in the year 2013) .But, in major

areas the deviation is very low i.e in some cases below 1% (SBI 1.2% in 2014). The

reason of the major deviation between fundamental and market value lies in Earning per

Share or EPS part of the P/E ratio. Earning per Share in calculation of P/E ratio can be

influenced by certain assumptions and Management manipulation. EPS used by the

companies can be a basic earning, an estimated basic earning or cash earning per share.

So, appropriateness of P/E ratio is completely dependant on EPS part. As a result in

some cases deviation up to 23% exists. The t-test result of the above sample stocks
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shows that there is a significant difference between the calculated fundamental values

and their corresponding market prices. Out of 14 stocks in case of 6 stocks the null

hypothesis is rejected as the result is significantly different from each other which is

36%. So, the null hypothesis is rejected. In practical life there are various approaches
available for calculating the fundamental price of a stock. But, it is still a question mark
that which approach gives a correct value.

Conclusion
Stock valuation based on fundamental analysis aims to give an estimate of the intrinsic
value of the stock. It is based on the predictions of the future cash flows and profitability
of the business. The present study tried to find out this intrinsic value of the shares using
two approaches of valuation-Gordon Growth Model and Multiple Valuation Approach
using P/E ratio. Gordon Growth model is a widely used model in the area of share
valuation. Capital Asset Pricing Model is used to calculate cost of equity. CAPM is
theoretically sound model for evaluating cost of capital. The result shows significant
deviation between the calculated fundamental value and that of the market value. A t-test
also proves the robustness of the result. At 5% significance level the t-test gives significant
result in al most all stocks.  The study used growth rate calculated by using ROE and
retention rate. Different types of growth rates can be used to test the deviation between
the two prices and to check whether the used approach to calculate the fundamental
value is much use in practical investment world. Comparing DCF and P/E ratio model, it
can be safely concluded that in P/E ratio the deviation between the estimated fundamental
value and the corresponding market value is significant.
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ANNEXURE

Table 1:Comparison of calculated fundamental value and market price for year 1

Company Name Fundamental Fundamental Market

Value (DCF)  Value (P/E) Value

 Axis Bank Ltd 1213 1309 1493

 Bajaj Finance Ltd 1341 1456 1444

 Bajaj Finserv Ltd. 589 539 578

 Edelweiss Financial Services Ltd. 31 33 30

 HDFC Bank Ltd. 620 618 612
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 Housing Development Finance

 Corporation Ltd. 758 765 760

 ICICI Bank Ltd. 857 871 860

 IIFL Holdings Ltd. 49 52 51

 Kotak Mahindra Bank Ltd. 661 649 657

 Mahindra & Mahindra Financial

 Services Ltd. 261 264 259

 Power Finance Corporation Ltd. 112 117 115

 REC Ltd 148 161 151

 Shriram Transport Finance Co. Ltd. 587 602 599

 State Bank of India 1480 1489 1500

Table 2:Comparison of calculated fundamental value and market price for year 2

 Company Name Fundamental Fundamental Market

Value (DCF) Value (P/E) Value

 Axis Bank Ltd 1677 1702 1782

 Bajaj Finance Ltd 2119 2202 2281

 Bajaj Finserv Ltd. 1004 913 950

 Edelweiss Financial Services Ltd. 63 72 56

 HDFC Bank Ltd. 843 821 813

 Housing Development Finance

 Corporation Ltd. 996 1103 1056

 ICICI Bank Ltd. 1393 1498 1420

 IIFL Holdings Ltd. 145 156 132

 Kotak Mahindra Bank Ltd. 903 953 935

 Mahindra & Mahindra Financial

 Services Ltd. 267 271 248

 Power Finance Corporation Ltd. 301 288 260

 REC Ltd 317 321 305

 Shriram Transport Finance Co. Ltd. 861 893 887

 State Bank of India 2378 2403 2400

Table 3:Comparison of calculated fundamental value and market price for year 3

 Company Name Fundamental Fundamental Market

Value (DCF) Value (P/E) Value

 Axis Bank Ltd 528 534 550

 Bajaj Finance Ltd 4121 4550 4350

 Bajaj Finserv Ltd. 1621 1902 1825
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 Edelweiss Financial Services Ltd. 57 63 65

 HDFC Bank Ltd. 985 1131 1002

 Housing Development Finance

 Corporation Ltd. 1067 1202 1167

 ICICI Bank Ltd. 289 306 301

 IIFL Holdings Ltd. 173 196 194

 Kotak Mahindra Bank Ltd. 716 721 705

 Mahindra & Mahindra Financial

 Services Ltd. 289 291 272

 Power Finance Corporation Ltd. 237 231 250

 REC Ltd 294 302 271

 Shriram Transport Finance Co. Ltd. 883 923 917

 State Bank of India 312 323 288

Table 4:Comparison of calculated fundamental value and market price for year 4

 Company Name Fundamental Fundamental Market

Value (DCF) Value (P/E) Value

 Axis Bank Ltd 515 542 534

 Bajaj Finance Ltd 7431 7544 7642

 Bajaj Finserv Ltd. 2356 2412 2510

 Edelweiss Financial Services Ltd. 99 106 103

 HDFC Bank Ltd. 1182 1255 1249

 Housing Development Finance

 Corporation Ltd. 1389 1392 1320

 ICICI Bank Ltd. 238 251 245

 IIFL Holdings Ltd. 287 315 302

 Kotak Mahindra Bank Ltd. 766 794 774

 Mahindra & Mahindra Financial

 Services Ltd. 328 341 331

 Power Finance Corporation Ltd. 219 228 223

 REC Ltd 241 253 223

 Shriram Transport Finance Co. Ltd. 1321 1365 1298

 State Bank of India 231 241 227
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Table 5:Comparison of calculated fundamental value and market price for year 5

 Company Name Fundamental Fundamental Market

Value (DCF) Value (P/E) Value

 Axis Bank Ltd 541 561 523

 Bajaj Finance Ltd 1198 1243 1212

 Bajaj Finserv Ltd. 5119 5113 5002

 Edelweiss Financial Services Ltd. 238 251 240

 HDFC Bank Ltd. 1678 1692 1720

 Housing Development Finance

 Corporation Ltd. 1723 1742 1718

 ICICI Bank Ltd. 312 307 298

 IIFL Holdings Ltd. 617 628 596

 Kotak Mahindra Bank Ltd. 1023 1013 991

 Mahindra & Mahindra Financial

 Services Ltd. 387 391 402

 Power Finance Corporation Ltd. 92 99 112

 REC Ltd 191 182 174

 Shriram Transport Finance Co. Ltd. 1042 1051 1033

 State Bank of India 314 321 309

Table 6: Result of t-test in DCF Model

 Company Name DCF Model P/E Model

t-value t-value

 Axis Bank Ltd -.519 .419

 Bajaj Finance Ltd -.327 1.124

 Bajaj Finserv Ltd. .532 -.5784

 Edelweiss Financial Services Ltd. 1.728* 2.124*

 HDFC Bank Ltd. -.452 .981

 Housing Development Finance Corporation Ltd. .621 1.112

 ICICI Bank Ltd. 2.531* 3.411*

 IIFL Holdings Ltd. 1.082 1.881

 Kotak Mahindra Bank Ltd. -.98 -1.08

 Mahindra & Mahindra Financial Services Ltd. 1.253 1.793*

 Power Finance Corporation Ltd. 1.78* 1.91*

 REC Ltd 1.68 1.78*

 Shriram Transport Finance Co. Ltd. .671 1.072

 State Bank of India 3.667* 3.441*
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An Empirical Analysis on the Effects of Reforms in
the Taxation System on the Indian Economy

Abstract :  The reforms in taxes are an integral part of the development process of
every country. A tax is considered as a "pecuniary burden laid by the government upon
individuals or property owners of a country. The assignment of tax powers in the
constitution is the framework for the evolution of the tax system in India. Direct taxes
are the one which are imposed directly on the taxpayer and paid directly to the government.
The burden of direct taxes cannot be shifted to another. On the other hand, Indirect taxes
are one that is collected by an intermediary (such as a retail store) from the person who
bears the ultimate economic burden of the tax (such as the consumer).

Keyword : Reform, development and tax.

Introduction

The reforms in taxes are an integral part of the development process of every country. A
tax is considered as a "pecuniary burden laid by the government upon individuals or
property owners of a country. The assignment of tax powers in the constitution is the
framework for the evolution of the tax system in India.

According to the provisions of Indian Constitution, the government has the right to levy
taxes on individuals as well as organizations. Furthermore, as per the constitution, no
one has the right to levy or charge taxes except the authority of law.  The tax levied is not
a voluntary payment or donation, but an enforced contribution imposed by the taxation
authority of India and backed by the law passed by the legislature or the parliament.
India has a three tier tax system which is based between the Central, State Governments
and the local government organizations.

We all pay taxes to the Government in basically two forms-Direct taxes and Indirect
taxes. Direct taxes are the one which are imposed directly on the taxpayer and paid
directly to the government. The burden of direct taxes cannot be shifted to another. On
the other hand, Indirect taxes are one that is collected by an intermediary (such as a retail
store) from the person who bears the ultimate economic burden of the tax (such as the
consumer).

Review of literature
Major changes have been witnessed in tax systems of countries with a wide variety of
economic systems and levels of development during the last two decades. The reasons
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for these reforms have varied from one country to another and the thrust of reforms has
differed from time to time depending on the strategy of development and philosophy of
the times (Rao, 2000).

According to Rao (2009), Fiscal and balance of payments crises of 1991 witnessed
systematic reform not only to improve the revenue productivity of the tax system to
phase out fiscal imbalance, but also to reorient the tax system to the requirements of a
market economy.  The tax reforms were an integral part of this larger reform initiative.

Dasgupta, Arindam and Mukerjee, (1994), found in their studies that one of the most
important reasons assigned for tax reforms in many developing and transitional economies
has been to evolve a tax system for meeting the requirements of international competition.

 Bird (1993) stated in his study that fiscal crisis has been proven to be the mother of tax

reform. Such reforms, however, are often ad hoc and are done to meet immediate

exigencies of revenue.

(Bagchi and Nayak 1994) highlighted in their research that in the Indian tax system,  tax

policy was used as an instrument to achieve a variety of diverse goals which included

increasing the level of saving and correcting for inequalities arising from an oligopolistic

market structure created by a centralized planning regime, including a licensing system,

exchange control, and administered prices.

The Tax Reforms Committee (TRC)laid out a framework and a roadmap for the reform

of direct and indirect taxes as a part of the structural reform process. The reforms aimed

at keeping with the best practice approach of broadening the base, lowering marginal tax

rates, reducing rate differentiation, simplifying the tax structure, and adopting measures

to make the administration and enforcement more effective (Rao and Rao,2009).

It was studied by Ascota and Yoo, (2012) that total tax revenue as a percentage of GDP

indicates the share of a country's output that is collected by the government through

taxes. It is regarded as one of the measures of the degree to which the government controls

the economy's resources. Globally, it has been observed that countries significantly

increase the overall level of taxation (as a share of GDP) as they become richer, in line

with ?Wagner‘s law,? which states that the size of the government-proxied by the tax

(and expenditure) share to GDP- rises as the associated country‘s income level  rises.

The major source of revenue for any Government is 'Tax Revenue'. The Tax Revenue

consists of all compulsory payments made to the Government which include Corporation

tax, Personal Tax, Goods and Service Tax, Custom Duty, etc.

Along with the implementation of the tax policy, its time to time assessment is equally

important. Tax to GDP Ratio is considered as one of the important benchmarks to measure

the financial health of any country (Mittal, 2018).Rao (2015)highlighted in his study

that the tax to GDP ratio in India has stagnated   in the last 25 years. This implies that

there has been no effective additional resource mobilization (ARM) from the tax side

during the period.
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The recent tax policy reforms in India witnessed the introduction of two significant

legislations –One being the direct taxes code (DTC) Bill 2010 to replace the existing

income tax Act and the constitutional (Amendment) Bill to introduce the Goods and

Services Tax (GST). The twin reforms are believed to have the potential to transform the

Indian tax system as revealed by ITFIndian Tax Foundation (2001).

While the Goods and Services Tax (GST) is to widen the base of indirect taxes, complete

administrative and legal reforms are necessary to control huge avoidance of direct taxes
in India.Singh, (2016).

Objectives of the Study

The study is made with the following objectives:

1. To discuss forms of taxes in India.

2. To highlight the tax reforms in India during the post liberalization period.

3. To analyze the effectiveness of tax reforms with the help of tax to GDP ratio.

4. To offer certain suggestions or recommendations, if any.

Research Methodology

Being an explanatory research, it is based on secondary data collected from sources like
journals, articles, newspapers and magazines and internet sites. The study is focuses to
analyze the tax reforms in India during post liberalization period for the period of five
years, i.e. 2013-18. The study throws light on the plight of direct tax reform during the
period of study. The study used ratios and percentage to analyze and interpret the results

Forms of Direct taxes in India

Corporation Tax: This form of direct tax is imposed on the income of the registered
companies or corporations of the country.

Income Tax: This tax is levied on the incomes of individuals or firms under the Income
Tax Act 1961.

Capital Gain Tax: Such tax is charged on the profits generated from the sale of capital
assets.

Wealth Tax: This tax is levied on the specified assets of certain persons, including
individual and companies, under the Wealth Tax act 1957.

Property Tax: As per the Income Tax Act, this tax is levied on the income from the
property such as land, building, flats, shops etc.

The Reform of Tax

The fiscal reforms in India were launched following the crisis in the early 1990s. The
basic objectives of such reforms were at improving efficiency, production, and
com¬petitiveness of Indian industries and imparting dynamism to the overall growth
process of the nation. The journey of direct tax reforms in India commenced with the
recommendations of the Task Force on Direct & Indirect Taxes under the chairmanship
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of Vijay Kelkar in 2002. The main recommendations of this task force related to the
direct taxes giving emphasis to increase the income tax exemption limit,rationalization
of exemptions, abolition of long term capital gains tax, abolition of wealth tax etc. The
recommendations suggested by the task force are as follows:

• Administration of Direct Tax:  The taxpayer services should be extended both
in quality and quantity and taxpayers should get easy access through internet and
email. PAN (Permanent Account Number) should be expanded so as to cover all
citizens of the country. All returns and issue of refunds should be completed in the
period of four month.

• Personal income tax:  Increase in exemption limit for the general categories of
taxpayers to Rs.1 lakh and further exemption for senior citizens and widows to be
introduced. Increase in deduction under Section 80CCC for contribution to pension
funds.

• Corporation Tax:  Reduction in the corporate tax to 30% for domestic companies
and 35% for foreign companies. Exemption for the listed companies from tax on
dividends and capital gains. Increasein rate of depreciation for plant and machinery.

Measurement of Effectiveness of the Reforms

The committee has followed the philosophy of liberal economist.  It aims at a moderately
progressive tax structure combined with strong enforcement in the best way for ensuring
honesty and encouraging vol¬untary tax compliance.  After the introduction of the reforms,
it becomes quite essential to measure the effectiveness of the reforms. There are various
parameters to measure the affects of the reforms and the tax to GDP ratio is considered
to be the one. Tax-to- GDP ratio is a ratio of tax revenue collected by the Government
and the GDP of the country.  Policymakers use this ratio to compare tax receipts from
year to year. Ideally, this ratio should stay relatively consistent.

Table 1:  Table showing the Tax Revenue, GDP and Tax to GDP Ratio from
2013-2018

 YEAR TAX REVENUE GDP TAX TO  GDP

(Amt in 100 crores) (Amt in 100 crores) RATIO (In %)

 2013-14 11,387 112,366 10.20

 2014-15 12,449 124,337 9.90

 2015-16 14,556 136,753 10.80

 2016-17 (Estimated) 17,032 152,510 11.30

 2017-18 (Estimated) 19,116 162,423 12.10

 Source: Union Budget documents

Interpretation:The table depicts that there is an increase in the amount of tax revenue
from Rs.11, 387 (100 crores) i.e. 10.20% in 2013-14 to Rs.14, 556 (100 crores)   i.e.
10.80% in 2015-16. The tax revenue has further increased to Rs.19, 116 (100 crores) in
2017-18 i.e. about 12.10%.  The tax collected this year due to the demonetization can be
considered as one of the major reasons for such an increase. However, the GDP has also
shown a rising trend over the period of study.
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Table 2:  Table showing the Direct Tax to GDP Ratio from 2013-2018

YEAR DIRECT TAX-GDP RATIO

2013-14 5.74

2014-15 5.55

2015-16 5.47

2016-17 5.57

2017-18 5.98

Source: Union Budget documents

Interpretation:  The direct tax to GDP ratio of 5.98% achieved during the 2017-18
fiscal is considered to be the best in the last 10 years. It was 5.57% in 2016-17 and 5.47%
in 2015-16. The very purpose of demonetization to move India to a tax compliant society
has been achieved, as shown in collection of personal income tax in 2017-18.

Table 3:  Table showing the Direct Tax Revenue as Percentage of Total Tax
from 2013-2018

YEAR DIRECT TAX REVENUE AS % OF TOTAL TAX(in %)

2013-14 56.32

2014-15 56.16

2015-16 51.03

2016-17 49.66

2017-18 51.30

Source: Income tax data, Union Budget documents

Interpretation: The table highlights the ratio between direct tax revenue as % of total
tax. It is clear from the table that there is a considerable increase in ratio from 49.66% in
2016-17 to 51.30% in 2017-18.  According to the  Ministry of Finance, there is a growth
of over 80% in the number of returns filed in the last four financial years from 3.79 crore
in 2013-14 to 6.85 crore in 2017-18. However, the number of individuals filing return of
income has also increased by about 65% during this period from 3.31 crore in 2013-14
to 5.44 crore in 2017-18, reported by the ministry. The various legislative and
administrative measures taken by the government and effective enforcement measures
taken against tax evasion are the factors responsible for the increase in the amount of tax
in the year 2017-18.

Though the tax to GDP ratio has increased in India, but when compared with the countries
at global platform, the performance is not so satisfactory. The country’s tax-to-GDP
ratio is at 16.6% is  below the emerging market economies (EME) and OECD averages
of about 21% and 34% respectively. According to economic survey done in recent times,
India’s tax-GDP ratio is about 5.4 percentage points less than that of comparable countries
in a sample of 77 nations. According to the economic Survey 2015-16 reports, India
spends on an average about 3.4 percentage points less vis-a-vis comparable countries on
health and education. So, the need of the hour is to increase its tax to GDP ratio, and
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spend more on health and education. The finance minister Arun Jaitley in Parliament
presented the fact that roughly 5.5% of earning individuals are in the tax net which gives
an idea of the gap that the country needs to cover to become a full tax-paying democracy.

Conclusion

The Indian tax reform experience can provide useful lessons for many countries due to
the largeness of the country with multilevel fiscal framework, uniqueness of the reform
experience and difficulties in calibrating reforms due to institutional constraints,
introduction of new concepts of taxes to name a few. The full impact of tax reform and
attendant benefits are possible only when both direct and indirect tax reforms are
implemented. To achieve this, the principle of optimal taxes requires efficiency (least
distortion) and equity (fair taxes). There are two notions on fairness of taxes. One gives
emphasis on payment of similar tax amount by persons having same earnings while the
other says a higher income earner should pay more taxes than a lower income earner,
both in absolute terms and as a percentage of income. The performance of India in global
platform has to be improved.

Suggestion

India needs more reforms in the direct taxation. The global presence of India has to be
improved by paying more attention to increase the Tax to GDP ratio in the years to
come.India has to gear up to increase its revenue and GDP so that it can be exemplified
in the global arena in terms of growth, welfare and development.
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Growing Importance of Cash flow Analysis - Case
study of Suryaman Sons Private Limited.

Abstract : Profit figures are easier to manipulate as it includes non-cash items –
depreciation, write offs etc. Financial statements generally indicates Balance sheet
and Profit & Loss account. However, these two statement is not sufficient to
accurately predict about financial health of any business entity.  It is observed that
several entities make us of creative accounting techniques and manipulate the
fundamental financial statement. In order to unplug such camouflaging of figures,
a need is felt to  understand and analyse one more important statement i.e Cash
flow statement  of the business entity  that  indicates movement of cash & cash
equivalents during a particular period of time. The objective of this paper is to
present the difference in the financial statement & cash flow statement, enhance the
understanding of the financial position with the help of cash flow based ratios, the
logic of statement of cash flows and the relationship that exist between it & traditional
financial statements.

The major findings of the study is that the company Suryaman Sons Private Limited
(SSPL), though  recorded growth in sales & profit but  cash position of the company
is not healthy. It may be case of inflation of sales using creative accounting technique.
It is observed that the cash based ratios of the company is poor compared to the
traditional ratios.

The limitations of accrual method of accounting is also reflected in the instant
study.  It is important to study both the accounting records and as well, as cash flow
position of the company to get a holistic view of the financials.

Keywords : creative accounting, cash flow, balance sheet, financial statement, profit
& loss

Introduction

In the present economic scenario, banks are suffering from the problem of increasing
level of Non-Performing Assets (NPAs). They have been traditionally using stringent
credit assessment process based on several history of borrowers such as financial
statements, account turnover, income etc. Despite all the precautionary measures, banks
could not insulate itself from bad loans. The increase in NPAs leads to higher provisioning
that affect the profitability and liquidity of the banks. It must adopt improved assessment
mechanism to withstand the challenges of mounting NPAs.
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 Many stakeholders relate the success of any business entity with two terminologies –
“Sales” and “Profit”. While Profit is good for perpetual succession of the company but it

do not necessarily, indicate accurately about the liquidity position of the company. A

company may report healthy profit figures but may not survive for long and on the other

hand, a company with meagre profit but it may grow over a period. In the recent past, we

have seen several corporate giants like Satyam, Enron, and ILFS etc.had gone bust despite

registering windfall profit.  Amongst the various frauds committed by corporates, majority

of them pertained to the financial statements & balance sheets, which is normally not

suspected by the stakeholders. “Net profit” is derived from deducting all expenses from

the sales or revenue figures. It follows “accrual method of accounting” i.e. even if cash

is not realised from the sales, it will be recorded in the books of accounts. “Profit” does

not give real picture as to how much cash is maintained by a company. Actual cash may

be more or less than the profit of the figure reported by the company. In order to understand

the real financial position, cash flow analysis is inevitable.

Review of Literature

Mukesh Bhaskar Arirao &Vishal Rana(2015)in Comparativeanalysis of Financing,

operating and Investing activities –“Cash flow analysis is important to identify weaknesses

in business operation that can lead the firm towards liquidity crunch. Through cash flow

analysis, company can identify the unproductive use of fund as well as to ascertain and

plan future cash flow”.

Faurescu Florentina-Simona(2010) in study on the importance of cash flow analysis on

rates in the financialdecision making process-“Cash flow allows dynamics analysis of

financial balance by describing mining operations, investment and financing, thus

obtaining a true picture of the changing financial position of an enterprise during the

period.”

“ A  cash flow statement  helps us to look behind the accounting entries based on the

accrual concept.”

Need of  the study

Traditionally, all the stakeholders of a company   viz the lender, shareholders, investors

etc have been focussing on the profit figures and size of the balance sheet. All the ratios

used for financial analysis is based on accrual method of accounting that includes non-

cash items.  It is easy to manipulate profit figures. In order to understand the real financial

strength of the company understanding the cash flow pattern of the company is necessary.

In day-to-day business scenario, we come across companies that portray healthy profit

and growth but it default its debt obligations, repayment of bonds, commercial paper etc.
The instances of delinquency necessities the study of cash flow statement and its impact
on the financial health of the company.
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Companies tries to give better picture of their financial performance to mislead

stakeholders and take undue advantage of the creative accounting practices.

The study aims to provide an understanding as to how the cash flow analysis can help in

better understanding of the real financial health of the company and how the window

dressing of figures can be detected with the help of cash flow statement.

Statement of the Problem

Asset based lending technique is still the most famous technique used by lenders in

India. The traditional methods do not consider the movement of cash. Cash repays loan

and not the profit. Despite several ratio analysis, we observe that account turns NPA, or

repayment becomes irregular due to mismatch in the cash flow, debt obligation, and

repayment schedule advised in the sanction.

Objective

To know the importance of the cash flow analysis by doing comparative study of the

financial statements and cash flow statements.

Research Methodology

The present study is based on secondary data collected from the annual report of Suryaman

Sons Private Limited (SSPL).

Result & Findings

The data are presented in the form of statement of profit & loss, statement of balance

sheet, ratio analysis and cash flow statement

Suryaman Sons Private Limited

Late Shri Diwakar Suryaman founded the Suryaman Sons Private Limited (SSPL) in the

year 1978 at Hooghly District of West Bengal and further his two sons Shri Omkar

suryaman and Shri Prakash Suryaman expanded the business. Since its inception, the

company was dealing in the manufacturing of corrugated box. It occupied strong presence

in the local market, it supplies boxes to several shoe manufacturers, boutiques, and courier

services providers

Over a period,the firm diversified its business into other activity like manufacturing of

wallpaper, and disposable paper cups. Presently the company caters to the markets in

eastern India comprising of West Bengal, Bihar, Orissa, and Jharkhand.

Industry Scenerio in India

Corrugated box industry is integral part of manufacturing sector as it heavily rely on

corrugated industries for packaging and transportation of finished goods. Factors such

as growth of e- commerce and increasing awareness about sustainable packaging is leading

tofavourable market condition for corrugated box industry. Small & medium players in

India dominate 95% of the market. The CAGR of the industry is approximately 7%.
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Disposal paper cups are increasingly replacing plastic cups. The demand for paper cups

are increasing at CAGR of 9%. 80% of the cups manufactured are utilised by restaurant

segments in India.

Expanding urban population and changing lifestyle due to increase in disposable income

is contributing to growth of wallpaper market. There has been significant rise in the

export of wallpapers by India over the past few years. Presently, few large players engaged

in home décor and life style segments dominate the industry.  Small business players

find it difficult to sustain in the industry because of lack of ability to innovate new

designs, variants and to cater to the demand of large clientele base.

Financial  Performance of the Company

Table: 1  financial figures

Financial Figures

 Fin.Year Sales ( Rs. Growth PAT (Rs Growth Net worth Growth

 In lacs) (%) in lacs) (%) (Rs in Lacs) (%)

 2018 1693.25 6.08 50.00 11.11 675.00 8.00

 2017 1590.25 7.01 45.00 (19.64) 625.00 7.76

 2016 1478.75 17.30 56.00 86.66 580.00 10.68

 2015 1260.75 --- 30.00 -- 524.00 ---

 Mean 1505.75 19.43 45.25 50.83 601.00 14.69

( Source : Secondary data, Annual report of SSPL )

Financial Year 2015 is considered as the base year for computation of the growth

percentage. It is clearly visible that the key performance of the company is increasing on

Y-O-Y basis. The increase sales had contributed to the growth in profit and Net worth of

the company. In the FY 2017, the profit of the company declined marginally owing to

increase in the cost of raw material.  The average growth rate in the sales of the company

during the period of four year was 19.43%. Net profit of the company increased by

50.83% during the same period. The average net worth of the company was Rs.601.00

lacs, which was 14.69% more than the net worth of the base year i.e 2015.

Present Scenerio

SSPL is presently enjoying working capital facility from Fast Forward bank of Rs. 425.00

lacs.

As per the financials of the company, it has recorded impressive growth in the sales and

PAT. The company now approaches another bank – “Friendly Bank” to take over the

credit facility with enhanced limit.
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Table 2:  Statement of Profit & Loss                                    (Rs. In Lacs)

 Year 2015 2016 2017 2018

 Sale 1260.75 1478.75 1590.25 1693.25

 Consumption of Raw material 597.38 627.08 613.18 614.16

 Power & Fuel expenses 90.00 110.00 120.00 135.00

 Direct labour expenses 248.25 315.75 348.23 393.82

 Depreciation 18.56 28.06 28.06 28.06

 Other mfg. Cost 135.00 190.00 280.00 213.00

 Interest 70.46 78.50 80.00 82.00

 Selling, general & other exp 68.00 70.00 72.00 174.00

 Total cost 1227.65 1418.89 1541.47 1640.04

 Profit before tax 33.10 59.86 48.78 53.21

 Provision for tax 3.10 3.86 3.78 3.21

 Profit after tax 30.00 56.00 45.00 50.00

 (Source: Secondary Data, Annual report of SSPL)

 Table: 3 Statement of Balance Sheet of the company ( Rs in Lacs)

 Liabilities 2015 2016 2017 2018 Assets 2015 2016 2017 2018

 Paid up Fixed

 Capital 494.00 494.00 494.00 494.00 assets 792.44 764.38 736.32 708.26

 Reserves 30.00 86.00 131.00 181.00 Investment

in Subsidiaries550.00 770.00 800.00 820.00

 Unsecured

 loan 621.00 741.1 721.00 771.00 Inventory 135.00 172.00 208.83 244.80

 Term loan 270.00 210.00 150.00 90.00 Receivables 42.00 55.00 60.00 62.00

 Cash credit 155.00 162.00 168.00 168.00 Other current

assets 114.48 137.11 127.08 121.04

 Other curr

 ent liabilities 63.95 205.39 268.23 252.10

 Total 1633.921898.49 1932.23  1956.10 Total 1633.621898.49 1932.231956.10

 (Source: Secondary data, Annual Report of SSPL)

Note:
1. Provision for tax & advance for tax have been netted.
2. Out of receivables in the balance sheet,amount due from the subsidiary are to

the extent of Rs.30.00 lacs, Rs.38.00 lacs, Rs. 42.00 lacs & Rs.52.00 lacs for the
FY 2015-2018 respectively.

Prima facie, the financial standing of the company appears to be healthy. Upon calculating
the key ratios, the position of the company are as under:
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Table: 4   Key ratios (Amt in Lacs)

FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018

 TNW ( Paid up capital + Reserves) 524 580 625 675

 CURRENT RATIO 1.33 0.99 0.91 1.02

 TOL/TNW 2.12 2.27 2.08 1.90

(Source: Secondary Data, Annual Report of SSPL)

From the above table, we observe that Tangible Net Worth (TNW) of the company is

increasing on Y-O-Y basis due to ploughing back of profit. Despite increase inprofit, the

current ratio is declining which indicates that the company is suffering from the problem

of liquidity crisis. It may happen that company is window dressing the financials by

inflating sales and profit.

Table: 5 Verification of over invoicing of sales:

 Year 2016 2017 2018

 Sales growth rate (%) 17.30 7.54 6.47

 Raw material consumption / sales (%) 42.40 38.55 36.27

 Power & Fuel expenses/ sales (%) 7.43 7.54 7.97

 Direct labour expenses/ sales (%) 21.35 21.89 23.26

(Source: Secondary Data, Annual Report of SSPL)

All the three factors of production  i.e consumption of raw material, power & fuel and

direct labour expenses  are  either declining or remain constant  in terms of percentage of

sales. This indicates that sales figure of the company havebeen inflated and mostly placed

in the books of the subsidiary

How to Detect Window Dressing of Figures ?

Window dressing can be   detected with the help of analysis of the cash flow statement.

It helps to ascertain as to how much cash was generated during a given period and how

the company used it.It aids in looking beyond the ledger entries and provide insight into

the liquidity position of the company. It is relatively difficult to manipulate the cash flow

position of a company. It is important to use cash flow analysis to detect the window

dressing of figures.

The cash flow statement comprises of three major segments – Cash flow from operation,

Cash flow from investment activity and cash flow from financing   activities.Cash flow

from operations indicates the amount of cash generated from core business activity of

the entity. Ideally, such cash flow must be sufficient to meet all other cash expenses.

Cash flow from investing activity indicates movements of cash from sale or purchase of

fixed assets and investmentsetc and cash flow from financing activity indicates inflow

or outflow of cash from rising of capital or repayment of loans etc.
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Table: 6 Cash flow statement   of the company ( Rs in Lacs)

2016 2017 2018

 Operating Cash Flow

 Profit After Tax ( PAT) 56.00 45.00 50.00

 Add: depreciation 28.06 28.06 28.06

 Less: Increase in inventory 37.00 36.83 35.97

 Less : increase in receivables 13.00 5.00 2.00

 Less: increase in other current assets 22.63 - -

  Add: decrease in other current assets - 10.03 6.04

 Add: increase in other current liabilities 41.44 13.54 13.87

 Total (A) 52.87 54.80 60.00

 Financing Cash Flow

 Repayment of  Term loan (60.00) (60.00) (60.00)

 Repayment of Unsecured loan - (20.10) --

 Raise of unsecured loan 121.10 --- 50.00

 Total (B) 61.10 (80.10) (10.00)

 Investing Cash Flow (ICF)

 Investment in subsidiary (220.00) (30.00) (20.00)

 Total (C) (220.00) (30.00) (20.00)

 Net Cash flow (NCF=A+B+C) (106.03) (55.30) 30.00

 Add: Opening Cash & Cash equivalents

 ( Cash credit) 155 162 168

 Less: closing cash & cash equivalents

 ( cash credit) 162 168 168

 Net cash position 210.97 (61.30) 30.00

(Source: Secondary data, Annual report of SSPL)

From the above Table No.6, it is observed that the Operating Cash Flow (OCF)-the cash

flows coming from the principal activity of the company   is completely used up in

financing and investment activities. Most importantly, the combined cash used up in

financing and investing activities is much higher than the operating cash flow leading to

withdraw of additional funds from cash credit account to meet the cash deficit.

The company is deploying   cash generated from operating activity and the amount

raised from unsecured loan   in subsidiary company that is a clear case of “diversion of

fund”.
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In the above analysis, it is observed that the cash flow analysis provided a better indication

of the state of financial position of the company. The financials of the company is not

what it attempts to show by throwing doctored financial statements.  In the instant case,

the lender should not take over the credit facility from the existing banker.

Cash Flow Based Ratios - Effective Tool for Analysis.

Cash flow based ratios provide better reflection of financial health of an entity. The

researcher has worked out the cash ratio of SSPL.

 1. Quality of Earning =  Net profit / Cash flow from operations

2016 2017 2018

1.06 0.82 0.83

This ratio indicates the cash realisation of the revenue of the company. Lower the ratio

better is the position. In the instant case, the cash realisation position of the company has

improved in the FY 2017 compared to FY 2016.

 2. Cash based interest coverage ratio :

Operating cash flow/ interest expense

2016 2017 2018

0.67 0.68 0.74

This ratio indicates the amount of cash available from the main business activity of the

company to repay the interest dues. Higher the ratio better is the position of the company.

In the instant case, we observe that ratio is below one. It indicates that the company is

highly leveraged and the cash flow from business is not sufficient to repay the interest

obligation.

 3.  Operating cash flow/ sales  :

2016 2017 2018

0.04 0.04 0.04

This ratio indicates the ability of the company to generate cash from the sales. Higher

the ratio better is the position of the company.  For SSPL, the ratio is persistently low, it

indicates that though the company is booking sales but actual cash realisation from the

sales is very less. It calls for enhanced due diligence of the sales position of the company.

Conclusion

Cash flow based assessment is a new approach, which is gaining importance. It helps to

identify the main source of cash by reducing the scope of manipulation of figures. Under

this method, it is easy to identify incipient sickness at the early stage. It indicates the

quality of earning. It is like an xray that indicates the real area of problem.  Rather than
relying on traditional asset based mechanism, stakeholders will be in a better position to
predict the health of an entity by relying on cash position
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A Study on the Farmer’s Perception and Regional
Rural Bank’s attitude towards Agricultural Finance
in Kendrapara District, Odisha

Abstract : Agriculture is the backbone of our economy and its prosperity can
largely be responsible for the well being of entire economy. Agriculture finance
play a vital role in agro-socio-economic development of the country both at micro
and macro levels. Its catalytic role strengthens the farming activities and augments
the productivity of scarce resources. This study evaluates performance of RRB’s in
deploying agricultural credit in study area. An attempt has been made in this research
to ascertain farmer’s perception on Agricultural finance provided by Regional Rural
Banks. The study is based on primary and secondary data. Secondary data are
collected from annual reports of NABARD, Potential Linked Credit Plan of NABARD,
and Lead Bank Annual Credit Plan.

Keywords : Agriculture Finance, Regional Rural Banks, Farmers Perception, Bankers
Attitude, Odisha Gramya Bank.
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Introduction

Agriculture is the core sector of Indian Economy. The state of Odisha is an agrarian state
with agriculture and animal husbandry sector contributes more than 15.39% of gross
state domestic product and 60% population of the state draw their sustence fully or
partly from agriculture. It is essential to improve agricultural production and productivity
with better technology in agricultural sector. Agricultural credit is vital input for
augmenting agricultural production and helps a lot to the poverty stricken farmers of
odisha. Therefore various growth of agriculture sector demands adequate flow of finance.

The flow of finance to agriculture comes from both non- institutional (village money
lender) and institutional source comparise commercial banks, co-operative banks and
regional rural banks. The commercial bank including RRBs provide both short and
medium term loans for agriculture and allied activities. The co-operative banks provide
short and medium term loans to the farmers with association of primary agriculture co-
operative societies (PACS). The national banks for agriculture and rural development
(NABARD) are the apex institution at the national level for agricultural credit and provide
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refinance assistance to the agencies stated above. The reserve bank of India act a crucial

role in the spear by giving overall direction to rural credit and financial support to

NABARD for its operations.

The banking commission (1972) recommended to establish an alternative institution for

rural credit and govt. Of India established RRBs as a separate institution for rural credit

on the basis of reconditions of the working group under the chairmanship of Shri M.

Narshimaham. Subsequently the regional rural banks were setup through the promulgation

of RRB act of 1976. The RRBs act succulently sum-up this overall vision to subservice

both the developmental and the redistributive objectives. The RRBs were established

“with a view to developing the rural economy by providing for the purpose of development

of agriculture, Tread, Commerce, Industry and other productive activities in rural area

particularly to small and marginal farmers, agricultural labourers, artisans and small

entrepreneurs and for matters connected therewith and incidental thereto”

Objectives

1. To understand the attitude of RRBs towards agricultural credit in study area.

2. To examine the performance and progress made by RRBs in agricultural credit

3. To assess the agricultural credit performance through sample respondents

4. To evolve a package of measures for making RRBs effective in agricultural credit

deploying.

Methodology

To achieve the objectives set-forth the study is based on both primary and secondary

data.

(1) Primary data are collected from sample respondents for perception analysis of

farmers.

(2) Secondary data are obtained from the published sources like – NABARD focus

paper, Lead Bank Annual Reports and Journals like Yojana Kurukshetra etc.

Scope of the Study

The study is confined to the farmers engaged in cultivation of kendrapara district of

odisha. It provides the details of status of farmers perception of the farmers about

agricultural finance and problems encountered by farmers for obtaining agricultural loan

and socio-economic background of the farmers. It covers the farmer’s perception towards

agriculture finance provided by RRBs in Kendrapara district of Odisha.

Importance of the Study

This article of research evaluates financial performance of Regional Rural Banks (RRBs)

in study area. The result of study useful to the policy maker, planner and government to

take necessary action to improve the working of RRB in micro and macro level in India.
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Regional Rural Bank: Odisha Gramya Bank – A profile

Odisha Gramya Bank was established since 7th January 2013 with the amalgamation of

Neelachal Gramya Bank, Kalinga Gramya Bank and Baitarani Gramya Bank as per

government of India section 23A of Regional Rural Bank Act 1976 (21 of 1976). The

shave capital of the bank is contributed in ratio of 50:15:35 respectively by the government

of India, Govt. of Odisha and Indian Overseas Bank, the sponsor bank. This bank provides

all banking services in its command area coverage 13 districts of Odisha namely: Angul,

Balesore, Bhadrak, Cuttack, Dhenkanal, Jagatsinghpur, Jajpur, Kendrapara, Khurda,

Kenjhor, Mayurbhanj, Nayagarh and Puri.

The bank has 983 branches in 13 districts. There are 2 RRBs operating in the state of

Odisha as on 31st March 2015 the head office of the bank is situated at Bhubaneswar

and has 9 Regional offices.

In study area, there is only one RRB called Odisha Gramya Bank functioning with 27

branches (25 in Rural and 2 in semi-urban)

Agricultural Credit in India – An Assessment

Credit flow to agriculture comes from Commercial Banks, Regional Rural Banks and

Co-operative Banks. The extent of institutional credit for farmers is given in Table 1.

Table – 1 Institutional Credit to Agriculture       (Crore)

 Year Commercial Percentage Regional Percentage Co-operative Percentage

Banks Rural Banks

Banks

 2010-11 285800 74 35217 9 63497 17

 2011-12 345877 74 44293 9 78121 17

 2012-13 368616 72 54450 11 87963 17

 2013-14 432491 72 63681 10 111203 18

 2014-15 509005 71 82653 12 119963 17

 Source: Economy Survey, NABARD, Annual Reports.

Table – 1 indicate that total agriculture credit from institutional sources have been

increased from 2010-11 to 2014-15. But commercial banks and co-operative banks

contribution to agriculture stable as compared to RRBs. Regional Rural Banks contribution

has been increasing year after year from 9% to 12% .

Agricultural Credit – The role of Regional Rural Banks in Odisha.

The RRBs have now become an integral part of the rural banking of the state and are

playing a commendable role in providing credit and banking service to the farmers in the
state in the state of Odisha with a branch network of 983 branches (834 rural ,104 semi-
urban and 45 urban branches)
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Table –2 Performance of Regional Rural Banks        (Crore)

 Particulars 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 Increase / Decrease

2013-14 2014-15

 No. of branches 885 901 951 9835.26 3.26

 Owned funds 944 1043.54 1017.51 1017.51 -2.56 0.00

 Deposits 9648.3 10155.0 11228 11942.22 9.56 5.98

 Borrowings 586.7 660.07 964.54 888.64 31.51 -8.54

 Investments 4940.5 5306.18 5981.57 6336.61 11.29 5.60

 Loan &

  Advance 5649.3 6170.26 6663.48 7083.01 7.40 5.92

 Net Profit 74.4 38.84 42.27 -156.25 8.11 127.05

 Gross NPA(%) 6.01 12.76 9.70 25.09 -3.06 15.39

 CD Ratio (%) 58.5 60.76 59.35 59.31 -1.41 -0.04

 Recovery (%) 70.8 74.67 73.48 72.25 -1.19 -1.23

 Source: (Audited Financial Statement of NABARD)

As on 31 March 2015, out of 983 branches of RRBs, 95% of them were in rural and

semi-urban areas. Total deposit of RRB were Rs. 11942.22 corer as on 31 March 2015

which increased at 5.98% over the last year. Likewise total loan outstanding increased at

5.92% and stood at 7083.01 corer as on 31 March 2015. The C.D Ratio declined marginally

from 59.35% as on 31 March 2014 to 59.31% as on 31 March 2015, mainly on account

of relatively higher growth of deposits. During 2014-15 both RRBs incurred losses. The

total loss of RRBs during 2014-15 were 156.25 corer as against 42.27 corer of profit

during the previous year. Gross NPA as percentage of total loans and advances drastically

increased from 9.7% as on 31 March 2014 to 25.09% as on 31 March 2015. Recovery

position decreased from 63.48% during 2013-14 to 72.25 % during 2014-15. The C.D

ratio of RRBs in the state was only 59.31% as on 31 March 2015.

Table – 3 Agricultural credit by financial Institutions in Kendrapara (Odisha

State)                              Rs. in “000

 Sl. Agriculture

 No. Sector 2010-112011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

 1 Crop Loan 14127 20853 23964 36126 49405 62006 65737 74552

(14.92%) (50.75%) (36.76%) (25.5%) (6%) (13.4)

 2 Agri Term 3738 5113 5755 6286 10634 11150 18618 19770

Loan (12.56%) (9.23%) (69.17%) (4.85%) (67%)
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 3 Allied Agri 4298 6541 6789 6382 9046 10921 15363 42849

Activities (3.79%) (-5.99%) (41.74%) (20.7%) (41%)

Total 22163 32507 36508 48794 69085 84077 99718 114001

Non Agriculture Sector

1 MSME 1793 2096 3165 3679 4502 8603 15389 22760

(51%) (16.24%) (22.3%)

2 Education

Loan - - 3170 3487 4080 4896 8738 18700

3 Housing

Loan - - 5216 5683 6649 7979 13107 23800

4 Others

   Priority sector 10293 15235 10439 11537 12961 11875 4023 7530

Total Priority

sector 13786 19131 23890 26486 97777 117430 140975 224491

5 Non Priority

Sector 1700 1800 1900 2100 2310 2610 2814 2038

Source : State focus paper NABARD

Table No.  -3 shows that crop loan percentage increased to 18.95%, Agri. term loan

percentage increase to 18.91% and allied agriculture activities percentage loan

increased to 10.03% respectively from the year 2010-11 to 2017-18 similarly MSME

lending rate increased to 7.88% from the year 2010-11. Education loan and housing

loan percentage increased to 16.95% and 21.9% from the year 2012-13 to 2017-18.

Other Priority sector lending declined to 136% from the year 2010-11 to 2017-18.

Non priority sector lending rate increased to 83.4% from the year 2010-11 to 2017-

18

Table – 4 Performance of RRBs in Study Area (Kendrapara) As on 31.12.2018

Sector         2010-11      2011-12   2012-13     2013-14     2014-15      2015-16       2016-17       2017-18

Agriculture Tr. Ac. % Tr. Ac % Tr. Tr. Tr. Tr. Ac % Tr. Ac % Tr. Ac % Tr. Ac % Tr. Ac %

a) Crop Loan 887 767 76 1297 856 65 1480 1322 89 3177 191 06 4349 848 20 5505 708 13 11608 1224 11 5312 1115 21

b) Agr. Term
634 73 11 831 83 10 948 102 10 1502 90 06 2475 69 03

Loan
2453 181 07 1401 0 0 1770 3110 176

c) Allied Agr. 803 127 15 801 58 07 837 75 08 1360 182 14 1906 108 06 2348 95 04 11030 0 0 750 0 0

d) Non Farm
485 56 11 358 27 07 505 36 07 1670 42 03 2494 920 37 3951 1478 33 6685 1720 47 3063 3132 162

Sector

e) Other PS 1918 606 31 1846 421 22 2200 624 28 2613 776 30 2252 791 35 1698 677 40 659 1772 269 264 1953 741

Source: LEAD Bank annual credit plan
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Table – 4 shows that Crop Loan achievement 76% in the year 2010-11while 21% in
2017-18 Agriculture term Loan increase from 11% to 176% allied sector achievement
percentage is nil as compared to 2010-11 . Non farm sector trend increasing to 162% and
other priority sector 741% as compared to 2010-11.

Table – 5 Key performance of RRBs in Study Area – Kendrapara District

 Particulars 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16 2016-17 2017-18

 No. of Banks 1 1 1 1 1

 No. of Branches 24 25 27 29 29

 Owned Funds NA NA NA NA NA

 Deposits 2300600 2625721 2954123 3445861 3896790

(7.04%) (12.11%) (13.04%) (13.04%) (13.08%)

 Loan &

 Advances 1167200 1213561 1322864 1525866 437414

(14.53%) (8.92%) (6.49%) (15.3%) (28.67%)

 Net Profit NA NA NA NA NA

 CD Ratio (%) 51 42 45 44 40

 Recovery (%) 79 80 77 79.8 80.09

 Sources: Complied from the reports of NABARD, BBSR

Table – 5 shows that there is one Regional Rural Bank (OGB) functioning in study area.
Number of branches increases 24 to 29 from the year 2013-14 to 2017-18. Deposit
percentage increasing from 7.04% to 13.08% from the year 2013-14 to 2017-18 similarly
loan and advance percentage increases from 14.53% to 28.67%. CD Ratio percentage
declined from 51% to 40% during the period 2013-14 to 2017-18. The percentage of
recovery volatile from the year 2013-14 to 2017-18.

Analysis and Interpretation of Data

The data collected were strategically analyzed by preparing appropriate tables for the
same. The raw data pooled in the form of interview schedule were tabulated and analyzed
with the help of statistical measures such as percentage analysis, perception Index.

Profile of Respondents  Table - 6

 Sl No. Demographic Factor No. of Farmers Percentage(%)

 1 Age: Below 25(Years) 10 10

25-50 80 80

50-Above 10 10

 2 Education: No Formal 35 35

HSC to +2 50 50

Between +2 to UG 15 15
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 3 Gender: Male 85 85

Female 15 15

 4 Marital Status: Married 90 90

Un-Married 10 10

 5 Nature of Family: Joint 85 85

Nuclear 15 15

 6 Block : Aul 10 10

Pattamundai 5 5

Derabish 15 15

Kendrapara 25 25

Marshaghai 15 15

Mahakalpada 5 5

Garadpur 5 5

Rajnagar 10 10

Rajkanika 10 10

 7 Size of Land Holding (Acres):

Less than 5 80 80

5-10 15 15

More than 10 2 2

 8 Agriculture Income:

Up-to – 50000 10 10

50000-100000 75 75

100000-Above 15 15

 9 Type of Agri. – Business:

Crop Farming 86 86

Fishery 4 4

Live Stock 2 2

Poultry 3 3

Farm Inputs 5 5

 10 Problems reported by respondents:

Crop loan failure 60 60

Lack of service 10 10

Bankers behaviour negative 20 20

Loan amount is not time 05 05

High rate of Interest 05 05
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Perception Index

Perception being a qualitative factor, in order to understand the level of  perception of
farmers, a perception index has been constructed. A number of relevant and related factors
have been taken into consideration to measure perception of farmers. The following
factors on agricultural loan provided by RRBs such as: loan scheme available, security
for loan, margin money required, rate of interest, method of interest calculation, penal
interest rate, repayment period allowed, pre-closer facility, transaction cost, insurance
and consequence of non repayment have been taken into consideration.

The perception index has been calculated by applying formula

P.I = (No. of factors known / Total No. of factors considered) 100

If the score of a farmer fall below (mean – standard deviation), the perception is considered
to be low. If the score lies between (mean + standard deviation), the perception is
considered to be minimum. If the score is above (mean + standard deviation), the
perception is considered to be high.

Inferences

 RRBs are always depends on policy of sponsored commercial bank for agricultural
lending.

 Most of the farmers are in the age group between 25-50.

 Majority of the farmers education are up-to higher secondary.

 Majority of the farmers are mail, married and joint families.

 Most of the farmers are kendrapara block.

 Majority of the farmers size of land holding are less than  5 acres.

 Most of the farmers agricultural income are 50000 – 100000.

 Majority farmers are engaged in crop farming.

 Most of the farmers have objections on failures of crop loan.

Suggestions

In the light of above inferences, the following suggestions are offered to improve credit
delivery to agriculture of RRBs.

 The Govt. of India has to provide some schemes to improve the share of RRBs in
agriculture.

 Re-financing facility to RRBs should be maid available at subsidiary rate of interest
by sponsoring bank and NABARD to improve its share of agricultural finance.

 The banks may give more attention for creating awareness about the loan scheme
available for the farmers.

 Timely credit is highly essential and same should be ensured.

 Farmers have to be empowered with education on farm training and improve
productivity.
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 Bankers should show positive attitude towards farmers while delivering loan to
them.

 Bankers should keep constant touch over the use of credit by farmers.

Conclusion

An attempt has been made in this article to examine the level of perception of the farmers
provided by Regional Rural Banks in study area. A No. of loan scheme are offered by the
banks for agriculture but poor awareness about the scheme create bottleneck among the
farmers to utilised them. Finally conclude the perception of 80% of farmers about
agriculture finance is medium, so that high awareness about agriculture finance to farmer
essence agriculture productivity and improve farmers wealth.
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Make in Odisha : A study on Handloom Products of
Odisha

Abstract : Handloom is the oldest and cultural industry of India. The Handloom
Products of India had their own identity in the global market. There are different
types of handloom products represent to different states of India. Handloom products
of India carry the culture and tradition of the different states of India in the form of
weaving design and calligraphy. But, there are certain problems in the handloom
industries are exit. The most important problem is the frustration of the weavers. In
spite of having excellent skills, weavers are undergoing in poverty and are not able to
exploit the market in their favour. As Handloom is a traditional and inheriting skill,
once the elderly weavers give up it, the skill will be lost forever and it would be
impossible to revive it. So, it is the time to take necessary corrective measures to
revive the handloom sector in India as well as Odisha. There are a good no of study
has been studied in the area of handloom industry of Odisha by various researchers.
But, no remarkable study has been made on handloom products which are manufacture
in Odisha at large. So, this is an attempt to study the problems and prospects of
handloom products in Odisha. The present study is based on primary as well as
secondary data. The primary data have been collected through pre determined
questionnaire from selected respondents of handloom weavers of Odisha. The
secondary data have been collected from e-journal, e-magazine, annual reports,
handloom steering committee report etc. The above collected data have been classified
and tabulated as per the necessity of the study. There are various tools like percentage
calculations; valid percentage calculation, Llikert 5 point scale of ranking the problems
of handloom products etc. have been used for analysis. It is found that handloom
products are facing lots of problems like shortage of raw materials, insufficient and
improper infrastructure, outdated technology etc which leads to failure in competition
with machine made products in Odisha. In spite of these above problems, handloom
products have great cultural heritage and calligraphy in the woven designs which
give vital scope for demand in the national and international market.

Keywords : Handloom products, Calligraphy, Weaving design, Cultural heritage,
Global market.
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Introduction

Odisha handloom products have unique influence by weaving design in the national and
international market. Handloom industry is labour intensive. It provides large no. of
employments to the rural and semi-rural people in Odisha. It enhances the rural economy
and standard of living of rural people in Odisha next to agriculture. These above are
indicating the prospects of handloom industry in Odisha. The muscle of the Indian
handloom products lies in its tie and dye design, which is popular all over the national
and international markets. Handloom industry is a rural base, low capital investment and
employment intensive nature of production not only help in providing livelihood to large
number of people in the rural non-farm sector, but also strengthen its survival in the age
of computerized weaving technology by minimizing the fixed cost of production and
with flexibility in adoption of new designs and available at a very nominal cost.

It is eco–friendly and prevents distress migration of rural artisans to the growing towns
and cities of the country and reduction of poverty by providing work in the village itself.
On the social side, it provides productive employment to the women, old and nearest to
their households (in the preparatory work) and thus serves an important social purpose,
at virtually no cost to the government. The super skill of weavers passes on from generation
to generation without any formal training. With change in colour of thread, warp and
weft and using various designs like single ikta and double ikta the weaver has the ability
to produce fabrics, each piece of which is different from the other. These unique features
of the handloom products of Odisha have enabled it to survive with the heavy competition
from the machine made and computerized products of textile industry over decades.

Handloom sector is afraid of adopting new technology because of the huge initial capital
investment and adjustment of production process, uncertain input supply, marketing
prospect and profit of the products manufactured with new technology. Other drawbacks
are lack of knowledge of technology sourcing, evaluation and demonstration facilities,
lack of surveys and feasibility studies etc. Therefore, for the development of products of
handloom sector there needs to be a major investment on technology in clusters which
offers the small units an opportunity and easier access to get acquainted with new
technologies.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Review of literature creates an extensive research idea on a particular and relevant area
of research which has been already done by various researchers. The review of literature
is vital, as it provides strong feedback to the present study to strengthen research activities.
There are number of studies carried out by various researchers in this area. Some of
selected research works are portrayed as follows:

Dash, N. (2008) in his topic “Handloom Potentiality Study in Boudh District” he studied
the socio-economic condition of weavers, the different marketing channel for weavers,
supply and demand of handloom products etc and concluded that the weaver are no more
interested in making society or corporation and there is no trace of faith over it.
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Tripathy, G. S. (2009) in his research article “Odisha Handlooms: Problems &
Perspectives” studied the problems and prospects of traditional industry like handloom
in the State of Odisha and he concluded that In a decentralised sector like handloom,
there are many problems due to illiteracy of the weavers, inadequate finance and vested
interests.

Dash, M. (2011) in her research paper “Marketing of Odisha Handicrafts: A study on
challenges & Opportunities” has study the current problems in the handicrafts industry,
particularly in the rapidly changing conditions in Odisha. She concluded that the handicraft
is such a product that when a buyer likes it, he is prepared to pay a price, which may be
far in excess of the standard price of the product.

Nadh R. R., Rao P. Venkat and etel.(2013) in their paper “Handloom market: need for
market Assessment, problems and marketing strategy” studied the market assessment,
problems, marketing strategy and marketing mix etc. They concluded that Reduce the
prices, increase availability, improve the quality / colour durability, innovative design,
More varieties, latest fashion and trends, more organized, more advertising, increase
awareness, special market survey for handloom products, customization, suitable to
weather conditions and reduce intermediaries etc. are needed to improve the satisfaction
level of handloom customer.

Basu, B (2016) in his paper “Textile, Garment and Fashion Industry in Odisha, Prospects
and Challenges” studied the challenges and prospects of textile, garment and fashion
industry in Odisha. He concluded that the Handloom and handicrafts of Odisha are
encouraging, fetching Export earnings but there is lacuna which are to be fulfilled and
The Garment sectors are to be more encouraged for earning more revenue and
employment.

Research Gap/Relevance of the Research Paper

From the literature review it may concluded that there are a good number of researches
have been conducted in the field of handloom industry. There are many researchers have
been studied on the problems and prospectus of handloom industry, weavers and their
socio-economic conditions and economic contribution of weavers. But there is no notable
study has been conducted on the handloom products and the problems and prospects of
handloom product of Odisha. So, the present paper has attempted to study the problems
and prospects of handloom products of Odisha.

Objective of the Study

The objectives of the study are as follows:

(i) To study the different types of handloom products produced in Odisha.

(ii) To analyze the problems and prospects of handloom products in Odisha.

Rearch Methodology

The present study is an empirical analysis of the selected handloom products of Odisha.
The data have been obtained from both primary and secondary sources. The primary
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data have been collected from sample handloom weavers/ household units through a
comprehensive questionnaire which was specially designed for this purpose. The
secondary data relating to handloom products were collected from the published articles
and also internet source has been referred to. The collected data were tabulated and
analyzed properly in accordance with the objectives of the present study. The collected
data have been analyzed and interpreted with the use of some statistical tools such as
valid percentage, likert scale to arrive at afore said objectives. An extensive survey of
literature enabled the co-ordination and analysis of data and information collected from
various sources. The questionnaire had been administered to 100 sample units. The sample
data has been collected during the month of Jun- September 2019.The data had been
collected through personal interview and questionnaire method.

Data Analysis and Interpretation

Profile of Sample Unit:  The sample unit includes 100 handloom weavers belongs to
different parts of Odisha including male and female. The Sample unit is 100 and it includes
30 female e-buyers and 70 male handloom weavers. So, the respondents as regards to
male and female are 70:30. In other words, male weavers are 70% and female weavers
are 30%.

Table No 1: Profile of the Sample handloom weavers

 Profile No. of res No. of res

pondents pondents

(N=100) Valid % Profile (N=100) Valid %

 Gender: Age:

Male 70 70 Up to 25 27 27

Female 30 30 26-40 43 43

 Education: Above 40 30 30

Primary 60 60

Secondary 25 20 Occupation:

Degree 10 10 Dependent weavers 40 40

Above Degree 05 05 Independent weaver 20 20

 Annual Income: Master Weavers 10 10

Below Rs

1,00,000/- 70 70 Piece rate weavers 20 20

Rs.1,00,000-

5,00,000 27 27 Daily wage weavers 10 10

 Above 5,00,000/- 03 03

Total Sample

(=N) 100 100 Total Sample (=N) 100 100

 (Source: Collected and compiled from Field Study)
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Table no 1 show that out of 100 respondents 60% have below primary, 25% below
secondary, 10% have below degree and only 5 % have above degree qualification.  Out
of 100 respondents 70% have below Rs. 1,00,000/-, 27% have between Rs. 1,00,000 to
Rs. 5,00,000/- and  only 03 % have above Rs. 5,00,000/- as their annual income. Out of
100 respondents 27 % have up to 25 years age, 43% have between 26 to 40 years age and
30 % have above 40 years age. As regards to occupation of weavers, Out of 100
respondents 40 % are dependent weavers, 20% are independent weavers, only 10% are
master weavers, 20% are piece rate weavers and 10% are daily wage rate weavers.

Profile of handloom products and their Problems

Handloom weavers of Odisha, produce a wide variety of handloom products such as
Sarees (which constitute the major component), dress materials, scarf’s, dhotis, towels,
handkerchief other fabrics of day-to-day use as well as the highly artistic calligraphy on
fabrics (wall hangings), etc. So far as weaving design and techniques are concerned, it
varies from double ikat (tie and dye) involving highly intricate designs woven by the
Bhulia Meher weavers of undivided Sambalpur, Bolangir, Kalahandi and Phulbani districts
(such as Pasapalli, Bichitrapuri, etc) to single ikat woven in Maniabandha, Nuapatna,
Mahammadpur, Ragadi area of Cuttack district (Khandua designs) to extra warp and
weft designs like Bomkai, silk of Berhampur, cotton of Khurda district, vegetable dyed
fabrics of Kotpad (Koraput district), fine count sarees of Jagatsinghpur and Tassar fabrics
of Gopalpur, Fakirpur in Kendujhar district. However, the tie and dye handloom products
for which Odisha is famous all over the country.

Table No 2: Profile of selected handloom products and their

Problems and Prospects

 Name of Problems Prospects Growth / Decline

 Products in Demand

 Saree Traditional Technology Tie and dye work, vivid

colours deigns on saree Increasing

 Scarf’s High costs of inputs New designs, motifs

and calligraphy Increasing

 Dhoti/ Hereditary  Skill/ no

 Lungi formal training, Stiff

competition of machine Excellent Quality, Comfort

made products for wearing Decreasing

 Towel/

 Gamuchha High Cost of Inputs Strong warp and weft,

Long Lasting Increasing

 Hand High Cost and Low Different designs on front

 kerchief Productivity of the products, long lasting Increasing

 (Source: Collected and Compiled from filed)
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The table no. 2 shows the problems, prospects and growth in terms of demand of different

handloom products of Odisha. The demand of Saree, Scarf’s, Dhoti / Lungi, Towel/

Gamuchha and Handkerchief is increasing due to tie and dye work, vivid coulour of

design on products, motifs & calligraphy, excellent quality, strong warp & wept, long

lasting etc. and these are the prospects of handloom products in Odisha. Problems of

handloom products are traditional technology, high inputs cost, lack of training, hereditary

skills of weavers, stiff competition of machine made products and low productivity. So,

there should be corrective measures taken for the removal of slums of the handloom

products of Odisha.

Ranking of Problems of handloom by respondents: There are lots of problems of

handloom in Odisha. These problems are ranked by Likert 5 point scale in the table no 3.

Table No. 3: Likert 5 Point Scale of Ranking Handloom Problems in Odisha

 Rank 1 2 3 4 5 Total Total Score Rank

 Different        No. of respondents

 Problems

 Infrastructure

 Problems 18 16 19 25 22 100 283 4

 Financial

 Problems 22 20 17 18 23 100 300 3

 Technological

 Problems 25 22 19 16 18 100 320 2

 Production

 Problems 6 15 20 29 30 100 238 5

 Marketing

 Problems 29 27 25 12 7 100 359 1

 Sample Size

 (N=100) 100 100 100 100 100 1000 1500

(Source: Author’s Calculation)

The table no. 3 shows that marketing problems is most faced by handloom weavers in

selling their products in the marketing. There are facing stiff competition from machine
made products available at cheap cost in the market. Then technological problem is

followed by marketing problems as outdated technology used by handloom weavers for

production.  Financial problems are faced by weavers for financing their activities

followed by Marketing and technological problems. Infrastructure and production

problems are followed by above mentioned problems. So, as per Likert Scale, Marketing

Problems are ranked as 1, technological problems are ranked as 2, financial problems

ranked as 3, Infrastructure Problems ranked as 4 and Production problems ranked as 5.
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Key Findings

 Handloom Products are using traditional technology and hence they are facing
stiff competition from machine made products.

 Handloom Products involved traditional tie and dye work with vivid colours in
the handloom products.

 Handloom Products are carrying cultural heritage of the state and holding motifs
and calligraphy.

 Handloom products have strong warp and weft which leads to excellent in quality
and hence demand in the market still increasing.

 Handloom sector of Odisha are facing lots of problems relating to infrastructure,
finance, marketing, production and technology. Hence, this sector in Odisha is
surviving for existence in the market. Above all handloom is providing employment
at large next to agriculture in Odisha.

Conclusions

Handloom weavers of Odisha are producing a wide variety of handloom products such
as Sarees, dress materials, scarf’s, dhotis, towels, handkerchief other fabrics of day-to-
day use as well as the highly artistic calligraphy on fabrics (wall hangings), etc. These
products are carrying the motifs and culture of the state. The handloom products of
Odisha are facing lot of problems of infrastructure, finance, marketing, production and
technology. In spite of these problems handloom products are demanding in the market
for strong warp and weft which lead to excellent quality, tie and dye work with vivid
colours, single and double ikta design with motifs and calligraphy of the state in the
products.
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